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Every radio man connected in any way with
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:
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supplement to the first edition.
Complete schematic diagrams, chassis layouts, voltage tabufSSSM
lations and servicing instructions arc included for practically
all sets. "Under-side" tube symbols are also included to
facilitate the job of servicing the sets.
Instructions are included with many sets telling how to suppress stub
Over 240 Pages Printed on
born cases of ignition interference. This includes the newest "suppressSpecial Thin “Bible Paper”
orlcss” sets—and what to do when interference is encountered with
this type of set.
Details on how. to make installation'in' "turret-top” cars arc included.
Over 500 Illustrations
The different methods used by car makers and set manufacturers are
listed with the individual circuits and service information.
Flexible;
The index contains the listing of sets which were published in the
first edition; as well as the sets which 'appear in the new volume. This
Looseleaf Leatherette Covar
information helps the Service Man to locate the circuit and details for
any receiver that has been made.
The book is bound in a handy, flexible leatherette cover. To be sure
the pages are sturdy, to withstand constant use, the book will be printed
on a special “biblc" stock. This is a very durable, but thin paper.
The book printed on this paper can be’ easily rolled to fit into your
pocket or slipped in the service kit.
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Here Is a Partial List of Sets Covered
Atwater Kant Mfg. Co.
Audlola Radio Co.
Autocrat Radio Co.
Balmont Radio Corp.
Century Radio Products Co.
Chavrolat Motor Corp.
Chryslar Motor Corp.
Colonial Radio Corp.
Croslay Radio Corp.
Delco Appliance Corp.
Datrola Radio Corp.
Emerson Radio & Phonograph Co.
Fada Radio 4 Electric Corp.
Ford Motor Corp.
' Ford-Majestic
Franklin Radio Corp.
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Galvin Mfg.^Corp.
General Electric Co.
General Motors Corp.
Graham-Paige Motors Corp.
Grigsby-Grunow Co.
Chas. Hoodwin Co.
Howard Radio Co.
Hudson Motor Car Corp.
International Radio Corp.
Karadlo Corp.
P. R. Mallory 4 Co.
Montgomery Ward 4 Co.
National Company, Inc.
Noblitt-Sparks Industries, Inc.
Philco Radio 4 -Television Corp.
Pierce Airo, Inc.

RCA Manuacturing Co., Inc.
Sears Roebuck 4 Co.
Sentinel Radio Corp.
Sparks-Withington Co.
Stewart Radio Corp.
Stewart-Warner Corp.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co. .
Transformer CoTp. of America
United American Bosch Corp.
United Motors Service, Inc.
U. S. Radio 4 Television Corp.
Wells Gardner 4 Co.
Wilcox-Gay Corp.
Rudolph Wurlitzer Mfg. Co.
Zenith Radio Corp.

Send remittance of $2.50 in form of check or money order for your copy of the 1935
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P reface
'T'HE following pages were prepared to present in
as simple and clear terms as possible the theory,
design and construction of superheterodyne re
ceivers. The purpose is to give the reader a handy
reference book and guide that will help him in his
work, whether he is interested in servicing super
heterodynes or plans to design and build them. In
any event, a thorough knowledge of the subject
will be found the shortest and most sure route to suc
cessful receiver performance.
The superheterodyne has always been considered
the supreme type of radio receiver. It is more com
plex and versatile in its actions than other popular
types of receivers, and for this reason, has always
been found highly fascinating by those who have
studied it. However, a highly technical know
ledge of all of the various components of the super
heterodyne is not absolutely necessary for the prac
tical man; therefore, only sufficient data of this
nature to meet practical requirements are given.
The main bulk of the book treats with modern
receivers of conventional design. As many varieties
as possible of these modern receivers are included so
as to give the reader a breadth of vision and not hold
him down to fixed rules. The older types of super
heterodynes, which appeared in great variety sev
eral years ago, are not treated at any length as the
circuits are all practically obsolete due to the advent
of modern vacuum tubes.
—The Author.

CHAPTER 1
Basic Principles of the Superheterodyne
The universal adoption of the super
heterodyne method of reception is due
to causes so simple that they can be
understood by anyone, and may be
summed up in the one word—“Cheap
ness”.

ation now go to the simplified theory
of the “heterodyne effect.”
Basic Formula
The heterodyne phenomenon not only
occurs in radio and electrical circuits
but in all other branches of physics as
well. It is based upon the simple fact
that when two sources of energy, A and
B, vibrating at different frequencies,
are combined, other frequencies are
generated, equal to A -f- B and A — B.
These two additional frequencies are
called “beats,” and while other fre
quencies or harmonics are also gener
ated, this simple formula is sufficient
to explain many actions taking place in
radio transmission and reception.
As stated above, the action occurs
with any form of vibratory energy. In
acoustics, the piano tuner often makes
use of the beat note generated by two
strings slightly out of tune with each
other for tuning the instrument. In
light, Newton’s interference rings are
caused by the same action; namely,
light waves of different frequencies
combining and setting up a series of
visible “beats” or fringes.
The heterodyning phenomenon as ap
plied to radio circuits was first recog
nized and used by Reginald A. Fessen
den and patented by him. (U.S. Pat.
1,060,728 Jan. 14, 1913). This inven
tion applied mainly to the reception of
continuous wave radio telegraph sig
nals by means of a local oscillator,
which heterodyned the received signals
and produced an audible beat note which
could be heard in a headset.
An extension of this principle result
ed in the superheterodyne receiver.
E. H. Armstrong (U.S. Pat. 1,347,886
June 8, 1920) made the beat note so
high in pitch that it was inaudible, yet
retained all the characteristics of the
original signal, and was amplified by a

While other types of receivers can
be built to equal or exceed the possi
bilities of the superheterodyne, they
invariably cost more for the same per
formance, and ordinarily use more
tubes as well. The reason for this
difference is also relatively simple and
can be explained in terms readily un
derstood by the non-technical reader.
Certainly there is nothing whatever to
excuse the air of mystery which has
been woven about the superheterodyne,
presumably for reasons of commercial
advantage.
Briefly then, the advantage of the
superheterodyne lies in the great ease
with which high amplification and great
selectivity can be built into a long
wave receiver of fixed wavelength—
incapable of tuning adjustment. Such
a receiver is in itself useless at any
other wavelength, and it was a supply
of just such useless long-wave receivers
which is said to have suggested the
idea of preceding them with a “con
verter”—that is to say a device cap
able of accepting a short-wave (or
ordinary broadcast) signal and chang
ing it into a long-wave signal which
could then be fed into the long-wave re
ceiver, therein to be amplified enorm
ously without difficulty. The advan
tage—the trick, to be explained—the
basic principle, all of them lie in this
conversion-device which changes incom
ing signals to a longer wavelength.
Having explained it, the rest of the
story is simple. To make this explan4
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high frequency amplifier and then de
tected and amplified by an audio fre
quency amplifier in the usual manner.
This method of reception had many out
standing advantages. It was used dur
ing the World War to satisfy the de
mand for a supersensitive receiver that
would work with extremely small aer
ials.
A study of our basic formula will
reveal that the heterodyne action ac
tually occurs in broadcast transmitters.
While it is perfectly correct to con
sider a carrier wave being modulated
by the audible frequencies, as is the
usual custom, a clearer understanding
of the entire phenomenon can be had
by sticking closely to our basic hetero
dyne formula. By so doing the origin
of side bands becomes obvious and the
action of the detector in the receiver
(also called “demodulator”) is at once
explained. There is really no differ
ence between modulating and hetero
dyning. This fact is not thoroughly
recognized by many radio engineers, al
though in the Ultradyne superhetero
dyne receiver developed by R. E. Lacault, and in some more recent re
ceivers using the autodyne principle,
the heterodyne action is called modula
tion.
' In radio transmission, since radiation
of electric energy from the transmit
ting antenna must take place at very
high frequencies to be efficient, a highfrequency generator is used at the
transmitter. For broadcasting, fre
quencies from 650 to 1,500 kc. per sec
ond are used, each station having its
own assigned operating frequency.
This frequency is called the carrier-fre
quency or “carrier wave”. We will call
this frequency f. Now, suppose we
combine with this carrier frequency, f,
the sound-frequencies (or music and
speech-frequencies produced in the
studio) and see what happens; keeping
in mind that the music and speech-fre
quencies range from about 50 to 5,000
cycles per second. We will call these
the audio-frequency band, or just “AB.”
From the heterodyne formula, we
learn that four distinct frequencies are
present; namely, the carrier-frequency
f, the audio-frequency band AB, and
the bands (f-f AB) and (f — AB).
The audio-frequency band AB will
not be radiated from the antenna, be-
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cause its frequencies (50 to 5000 cycles)
are too low for efficient radiation. The
carrier-frequency, f, will be radiated,
as will also the frequencies (f
AB)
and (f — AB). These latter two pro
duce the side bands.
We see from the above that a group
of frequencies (namely, f, f
AB, and
f — AB) are radiated from the broad
cast transmitter, having a maximum
difference of f plus and minus 5000, or
a total separation of 10,000 cycles, or
10 kc. For example, using a carrier of
1,000,000 cycles, a band of frequencies
from 995,000 to 1,005,000 cycles will be
radiated.
At the receiving end the action is re
versed in the detector circuit. For this
reason the detector is sometimes called

Flg. 1. Showing how a beat note Is pro
duced by adding two currents of different
frequencies.
a demodulator. In this particular case
the side-band frequencies and the car
rier are mixed in the detector circuit
and by heterodyne action produce beats;
the beat frequencies are an exact dup
licate of the original audio frequencies
that were present at the transmitter.
One side band and the carrier are suf
ficient to produce this action; that is,
when the carrier f is subtracted from
the upper sideband (f -}- AB) in accord
ance with our basic formula, AB alone
remains. The lower side band (f — AB),
mixed with the carrier, will give the
same result. In actual figures the re
ceived carrier wave of 1,000,000 cycles
is mixed with either the 995,000 side
band or the 1,005,000 band and pro
duces a 5000 cycle beat in the detector
mixer circuit, which is audible.
Figure 1 shows graphically how two
different frequencies, A and B, may be
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B are in phase, the result at C is an
when
increase in amplitude; whereas
the two frequencies are out of phase
the result at C is zero (when the amplitudes of the waves are equal) because at this instant the two frequen
cies oppose and neutralize each other.
Figure 2 shows electrically how this
effect is accomplished. In circuit A, Fig.
2, an electrical current having a fre
quency represented by the curve A in
Fig. 1 is generated; circuit B, Fig. 2,
has a frequency generated in it repre
sented by the curve B in Fig. 1; since
circuit C is inductively coupled to cir
cuits A and B, currents of both fre
quencies are generated in circuit C and
GENERATOR

&

°
Ti

LAMP-,

k
T

GENERATOR

I

9 'B' TI

FIG.2

Electrical circuits for mixing frequencies.
the resultant is as shown at curve C in
Fig. 1.
Strange as it may seem, no beat cur
rent is present in circuit C, although in
many books on the subject a beat cur
rent is erroneously said to exist in this
circuit. If we had a lamp in circuit C
which would light due to the presence
of the alternating current, and tune the
circuit by means of a variable conden
ser, we would find that the lamp would
light only when the circuit is tuned to
the frequency of either circuit A or cir
cuit B, but it will not light when tuned
to a frequency equal to the sum or dif
ference of frequencies A and B. The
reason for this is that the upper half
cycles and the lower half-cycles of the
heterodyne or beat current present in
curve C, Fig. 1 exactly neutralize each
other and the beat frequency represent
ed by the curve M-N, drawn through
the peaks of the waves, cannot be iso
lated by this simple method. It can
only be separated by non-linear ampli
fication or detection by using a detector

in the usual manner so that the upper
half cycles are amplified more or
less than the lower half cycles and a
balance no longer exists and a frequen
cy represented by curve M-N appears
in the plate circuit of the detector tube.
It is interesting to note that curve C
in Fig. 1 is identical in shape with a
curve obtained by modulating a higher
frequency with a lower one (M-N)—
further illustrating that heterodyning
and modulating are two names for the
same action.
In acoustics we can hear the beat
note set up by two vibrating strings
slightly out of tune with each other be
cause of the non-linear action or de
tection characteristics of the human
ear.
In the heterodyne action at the radio
transmitter, the vacuum tubes present
in the circuit cause the heterodyning
and mixing of the frequencies because
of their rectifying or detecting charac
teristics.
Explanation of Simple Heterodyne
Radio Circuit
Before studying the superheterodyne,
suppose we first become familiar with
a simple heterodyne receiver. Figure 3
is in effect similiar to Fig. 2 with the
exception that it applies to the hetero
dyne reception of radio waves and con
tains a crystal detector and head-set.
for detecting the audible beat note.
The series of curves illustrating the
theory are shown in Fig. 4. Referring
to this illustration, let us assume that
curve A represents a dash as is made
by closing the transmitting key for a
given period of time and then lifting it
as shown on the curve. Let us as
sume that we are located at some dis
tance from the transmitting station at
which this is done, and further that we
are equipped with a radio receiving set,
the circuit for which is shown in Fig.
3. The upper section of Fig. 3 shows a
conventional crystal receiving set. In
the lower portion of the figure, we have
included a generating device for pro
ducing an undamped radio frequency
voltage, which may also be applied
to the crystal receiving circuit as
shown. We are not at this particular

7
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ie concerned with the details of opation of this local generating circuit.
----- might however, very probably be a

>=>
K>
h=>

Incoming O P=>
frequency f, o
o

h=>

T

headjet

Crystal receiving circuit

h=>
o
o

Local frequency
P4 Generator.

Fig. 3. A simple heterodyne receiver.
vacuum tube oscillator so constructed
and so operated that the beat frequency
produced by it could be varied at will.
For the purpose of our explanation,
let us assume that the frequency pro
duced at the distant transmitting sta
tion is 600,000 cycles. Suppose now
that before we start the local frequency
generator shown in Fig. 3 we listen in
the head-set of our crystal receiver
while the operator at the distant trans
mitting station closes the key, trans
mits a dash and lifts the key to conelude the dash as shown in curve A,
Fig. 4. Before the incoming signal ar
rives, no current will flow through the
head-set. When the signal does arrive,
a voltage shown in curve A is applied
to the crystal rectifier system and a
steady current, (curve B, Fig. 4) will
flow through the head-set.
When the key is closed at the trans
mitting station, a slight click will be
heard in the head-set. This is due to
the rise in the value of current through
the head-set due to the application of
the voltage as shown at the beginning
of curve B, Fig. 4. After the current
through the head-set reaches this new
value, it remains steady until the key
is lifted at the end of the dash. This
steady current will maintain tension
upon the receiver diaphragm, but as the
current, and therefore the tension, does
not change, no sound will be heard until
the key is lifted, when another click
similar to the one heard at the begin
ning of the dash will be produced. If

the operator at the transmitting station
is transmitting dots and dashes in ac
cordance with the Continental Code,
then we will only hear a series of clicks
at the beginnings and ends of the dots
and dashes. Often due to the presence
of other noises on the head-set, these
clicks can not be readily identified.
From the above discussion, we can
readily see that an ordinary crystal re
ceiving set is not suitable for receiving
radio telegraph signals transmitted by
a continuous wave station. This would
also be true if a vacuum tube receiver
of the type ordinarily used for radio
broadcast reception were used. We
must, therefore, include something else
in the set, if we are interested in re
ceiving signals of the type shown in
curve A, Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Graphs showing the currents pre
sent In Fig. 3.
Let us now throw into operation our
local generator and adjust the frequen
cy produced by it to have a value fair
ly close to that produced by the distant
transmitting station, say 601,000 cy
cles. Curve C of Fig. 4 shows the volt
age which will be impressed upon the
detector from this local oscillator alone.
Since we can control the design of our
generator, the voltage impressed upon
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the detector from it can readily be made
considerably greater than that impress
ed by the incoming signal from the dis
tant station.
Let us now assume that the opera
tor at the distant telegraph station
again transmits a dash by means of
the key. We will now have present in
the crystal detector circuit not only the
voltage impressed by the local oscillator
of 601,000 cycles but also the incoming
voltage of 500,000 cycles. These two
voltages when added together will give
a voltage such as is shown by curve D,
Pig. 4. You will note that this is now
a sine modulated wave. The variations
in amplitude due to the mixing of the
two frequencies are of a frequency
equal to the difference between them,
namely, 1000 cycles.
The application of a voltage to the
crystal detector as shown by curve
D, Fig. 4 produces a current through
the head-set such as is shown by curve
E, Fig. 4. Note that until the key is

amplitude of the incoming signal volt
age will be quite low; the amplitude
of the local oscillator voltage can be
made many times this value. You will
readily notice that the amplitude of the
1000 cycle tone produced in the head-set
by heterodyne reception as shown by
curve E is considerably greater than
the amplitude of the “clicks” occurring
at the beginning and end of the graph
as shown by curve B. This is due to
the effect of the local oscillator volt
age. Therefore, by the use of hetero
dyne reception we can introduce great
amplification into our signal. The am
plitude of the resulting signal in the
head-set from the incoming voltage
alone is usually assumed to be propor
tional to the square of this voltage.
However, the amplitude of the signal
produced in the head-set by the com
bination of the incoming voltage and
the local oscillator voltage is propor
tional to the product of the two volt
ages. Since the local voltage may be

1

Si*GNAL
-• FPE
FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER

FREQUENCY
CHANGER

OSCILLATOR

INTER
MEDIATE
AMPLIF ICR

SECOND
DETECTOR

AUDIO
AMPLIFIER

FIG. 5
The basic superheterodyne layout. Note that it is divided into six components.
Reading from left to right the various boxes contain the following. “Signal fre
quency amplifier’' is a T.R.F. amplifier adjusted to the wavelength of the transmitted
signal. “Frequency changer” is a rectifying amplifier, or “mixer” or “first detector,
and in some cases may be combined in the same tube with the “oscillator.” The
rest of the system, to the right of the label “Fig. 5” is simply a long-wave T.R.F.
radio receiver, complete In every way, but incapable of tuning.
closed at the transmitting station, the
current through the head-set is steady
and the receiver diaphragm is under
constant tension. This steady current
is produced by the local oscillator.
When the voltage impressed upon the
detector begins to vary in amplitude
due to the effect of the incoming signal,
then we have the current through the
head-set varying as is shown in curve
E. These variations will take place at
a frequency of 1000 cycles, and this
will cause the head-set diaphragm to
vibrate at this frequency. Since 1000
cycles is well within the range of au
dibility, a 1000 cycle tone will be pro
duced in the head-set.
There are a number of important de
ductions which can be made from the
curves shown in Fig. 4. In general, the

many times greater than the product
of the two it may be many times great
er than the square of the incoming voltage. Heterodyne reception possesses
this great advantage over other types
of reception—the process of hetero
dyning in itself introduces great am
plification. It is limited, of course, by
the maximum amount that the detec
tor can handle without overloading.
The Superheterodyne
It only remains to carry this process
one step farther to produce the super
heterodyne action. To do this, adjust
the local frequency generator so as to
make the beat or difference frequency
inaudible—say 176,000 cycles instead of
1000 cycles, and replace the head-set
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with a vacuum tube amplifier designed
to amplify the 175 kc. current. This
amplifier is called the intermediate am
plifier. The output from the intermedi
ate amplifier is then fed into another
detector (the second detector) after
which the signal may be heard in the
head-set, greatly amplified by the in
termediate amplifier. When receiving
telegraph signals from a continuous
wave transmitter, only the key clicks
will be audible in the head-set when us
ing the superheterodyne method of re
ception, because in this case the beat
frequency is above the audio frequency
range. When speech or music is being
broadcast, however, this will be heard.
Instead of using just a head-set con
nected to the second detector the mod
ern superheterodyne employs an audio
frequency amplifier and a loudspeaker.
Summing up, we have the basic sup
erheterodyne layout as illustrated in
Fig. 5. In a modern receiver it com
prises first, a signal frequency ampli
fier. This is simply a tuned radio fre
quency amplifier designed to amplify
at the signal frequency. It is the same
as the- R.F. amplifier used in a tuned
R.F. receiver. Its main purpose is to
improve selectivity and eliminate “im
age frequency interference”, which will
be discussed later. In addition, the sig
nal frequency amplifier gives us a cer
tain amount of gain and thereby
reduces the amount of amplification
necessary in the intermediate amplifier.
In some superheterodynes a signal fre
quency amplifier is not used.
The output from the signal frequency
amplifier is passed into the frequency
changer, or first detector, as shown by
the arrow, where the signal current is
mixed with the current generated by
the local oscillator (also shown in Fig.
5) and a resultant current of a differ
ence or beat frequency is produced be
cause of the non-linear characteristics
of the first detector, as was previously
explained.
The oscillator is simply a vacuum
tube oscillator of constant amplitude
output but whose frequency may be
varied over a wide range. The output
of the oscillator is coupled to some por
tion of the first detector circuit.
Next comes the intermediate frequen
cy amplifier. This is a vacuum tube
amplifier designed to amplify the cur-
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rent of the intermediate or beat fre
quency delivered to it by the first de
tector.
This amplifier is a fixed
T.R.F. amplifier, as the intermediate
frequency is always kept constant, by
varying the frequency of the oscillator,
regardless of the frequency of the
incoming signal.
The second detector and audio fre
quency amplifier follow the intermedi
ate frequency amplifier, and are de
signed in accordance with the general
practice used in other types of radio
receivers and therefore need not be
described in more detail here.
Now that we have an outline of the
entire superheterodyne, we can start
with the broadcast station and show in
actual figures the entire heterodyne ac
tion, from start to finish, all based upon
the fundamental formula given in the
first part of this chapter. Suppose we
start with a broadcast station having a
carrier frequency f of 1,000 kc. For
simplicity, we will assume that a sin
gle sine wave audio note of the high
est frequency for which the station is
designed is being transmitted. This
will be a note having a frequency of
5 kc. We will call this f1.
There will be present at the trans
mitter the following frequencies:
(1) f -----..1,000 kc.
(2) fl _
5 kc.
_..1,005 kc.
(3) f + fl
.... 995 kc.
(4) f—fl
of which frequencies (1), (3) and (4)
will be radiated and reach the receiver.
At the receiver another frequency
will be generated by the local oscillator
having a frequency of 1,175 kc. We
will call this fo. In the first detector
or mixer circuit fo will combine with
the above frequencies (1), (3) and (4)
so there will be present at the receiver
the following:
_____2,175 kc.
(5) fo + f
(6) fo — f
_____ 175 kc.—
(7) fo + (f + fl) 2,180 kc.
170 kc.—
(8) fo —(f + fl)
(9) fo+(f —fl) 2,170 kc.
(10) fo — (f — fl)
180 kc. —
Because of the selective or filtering
action of the radio frequency trans
formers of the intermediate amplifier,
which are tuned (broadly) to 175 kc.,
only frequencies (6), (8) and (10) of
the above group will be passed through
to the second detector. In other words,

10
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frequencies of 176, 170 and 180 kc.
reach the second detector, where they
are mixed and by further heterodyne
action produce the following:

(11)
^-(12)
(13)
—r(14)
(16)
„_(16)

176 -f 170
176 _ 170
180 + 176
180 — 176
180 + 170
180 — 170

346 kc.
6
366
6
360
10

//V

AERIAL"*-

\V

Vi
X
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portant ones. Of the frequencies that
have been conveniently dropped in this
explanation, because of selective filter
ing, we will have more to talk about
later, as they are sometimes the source
of trouble in actual practice and man
ifest themselves by heterodyning with
other frequencies in the system and
produce annoying audible squeals in the
loudspeaker. They will be discussed
in more detail in the chapter on “Ser
vicing”.

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

1005 KC.—iooo kc.—
995 KC.—

The Autodyne
The autodyne circuit is one in which
a saving of one tube is effected by com
bining the first detector and oscillator.
It is necessary, however, to draw a
sharp distinction between two manners
of doing this thing with totally differ
ent results. The older, and altogether
bad, method is represented in Fig. 8.
Here the triode is attempting the im
possible task of tuning to the same
frequency as the incoming signal (for
best gain) and at the same time de
tuning from it by 175 kc.—if that hap
pens to be the frequency at which the
fixed long-wave intermediate amplifier
works. This is an absurdity, and it
is evident that one needs to associate
two tuned circuits with the tube’s grid
so that one may be adjusted to the in
coming signal, and the other be off
set by 175 kc. (or whatever our inter
mediate frequency may be). The dif
ficulties of doing this in a triode of the
directly-heated sort shown in Fig. 8
are considerable, although these diffi
culties were mainly evaded in the in
genious bridge arrangement of Fig.
11, due to the original author of this
book and here shown partly for his
torical interest, partly because it is
still a most excellent arrangement for
receivers using battery-heated filaments

A
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R.F. AMPLI
FIER ANID
MODULATTOR
(MIXER)

1000
KC.

R.F.
OSCILLATOR

RADIO TRANSMITTER

FIG. 6
The frequencies present In a 1000 kc.
broadcast station.
Of these frequencies, only (12), (14)
and (16) will pass through the audio
frequency amplifier to the loudspeaker.
In other words, a powerful 5 kc. signal
will reach the speaker corresponding
with the original 5 kc. note (2) that
was present at the broadcast station.
The 10 kc. frequency (16) appears as a
second harmonic. It will not appear if
one side band was suppressed, as (16)
above would not be present. This en
tire action is graphically illustrated in
Figs. 6 and 7.
These figures do not include all of
the various frequencies and harmonics
that will be generated due to the mix
ing process, but they include the im160 KC.
2.170 KC.
170 KC.
2160 KC.
175 KC.
2175 KC.
1005 KC

345 KC.

1

‘Jit

INT.
AMP'F'R.
SUPERHETERODYNE

160 KC.
170 KC.

RECEIVER

5 KC. J—
ZUO.
D&T.

AUOlolsKCl LOUO
AMP.
SP’K'R

S

T* 10

kc

T

FIG.7
The various frequencies present in a superheterodyne receiving the station illustrated
in Fig.

6.
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of the high-economy type working from
dry cells. It is covered by U. S. Pat
ents 1,667,513 and 1,762,221. Circuit A
is tuned to the incoming signal, and
does not affect circuit B (tuned to the
oscillator frequency) because the “re
turn tap” of A is placed at the center
of B, and magnetic coupling between
the two coils is avoided by shielding or
careful placement of the coils.
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upsets the others, to the occasional
bafflement of the Service Man. This
circuit will now be described in some
detail as it is still of the utmost use
fulness for indirectly heated tubes of
the tetrode (screen-grid) class (and
workable for triodes of that type also),
likewise the set illustrates a number
of points which are of importance in

sw.*

R2

IL-

O

The autodyne circuit.
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In Fig. 9 is shown another ingenious
method of combining the mixer and
oscillator functions in a simple tube of
normal construction. This is due to
E. V. Landon and the circuit is that
of the Majestic type 15B receiver. The
difficulty with this circuit is principal
ly in the fact that there is some inter
locking of the various trimming con
densers, i.e. adjustment of one slightly

12

II
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Complex Autodynes

LI

I.F.
TRANSF.

e>

C3
012

Cl—Ganged tuning condensers with trim
mers.
C2—Trimmer of first I. F. primary, also
acting as coupling to R.F. coils.
C3—Series trimmer for oscillator.
C4—Trimmer of first I. F. secondary.
C5—Trimmer of second I. F. secondary,
disconnected with switch in "local"
position.
C6—I. F. cathode bypass.
C7—Audio coupling, .01 mf. mica.
CS—Cathode bypass, 900 mmf.
Rl and R2—Volume control, 10,000 ohms,
and 350 ohms.
R3—Decoupling resistor feeding first de
tector, 2,000 ohms.
R4—30,000 ohm dropping resistor.
R5—"Bleeder" 25,000 ohms.

us
0 MR

a me

04

y
us

VWCl
COIL

SPXR..

R6—Second detector cathode bias resistor,
40.000 ohms.
R7—Second detector plate feed and coup
ling resistor, 0.3-megohms.
R8—Audio grid coupling resistor, 0.3-meg
ohms.
R9 and R12—Audio bias voltage divider, .2
and 1 meg.
R10—R.F. grid-filter resistor, 0.1-megohm.
Rll—Tone control.
R12—First Detector cathode bias resistor,
10.000 ohms.
LI, L2, L3, L4, L5—Tuned input system.
L6, L7, L8—Oscillator coll system.
L9, L10, Lll, L12—I. F. coils.
L13, L14—Output transformer feeding mov
ing coil L15.
LI—Speaker field used as filter choke.

The selectivity curve for this receiver is shown In Fig. 10. The sensitivity of this
type of circuit will obviously vary with frequency, and in a typical set ran from 20
microvolts at 1,500 kc. to 60 microvolts at 550 kc.
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FIG. 10

1

Selectivity curves. The curves are shown
in the usual manner, the lowest point be
ing at resonance and the two extremes
30 kc. off to either side. The height of
the curve indicates the ratio in which
input must be increased to maintain the
same output which was obtained at reson
ance. This is, of course, an indication
of the degree of discrimination against
unwanted signals.

any receiver and may well be touched
on here.
As we have said, it is easy to
make a detector oscillate — but it
is quite another trick to tune the
detector to a signal and at the same
time keep it oscillating at a frequency
175 kc. (175,000 cycles) removed fromthat frequency. This is done in the
Majestic set by use of two independent
tuned circuits—one of which invites the
desired signal into the tube, while the
other attends to the business of oscil
lating. The coils LI, L2, and L3 are
the antenna coupler. L3 is the tuned
coil of this arrangement and is tapped
into the primary of a second tuned
transformer, L4-L5. The whole thing
is what was once so passionately ad
vertised as a “band-pass input” by sev
eral advertising departments whose
names we don’t remember. In plain
radio-language this is dual-preselection,
made necessary by the distressing ease
with which a type 24 detector over
loads. In order not to aggravate that
tendency, the volume control leaves the
detector tube alone and controls by
shunting the* antenna coil, and by
changing the bias of the intermediate
frequency tube which is of the Ballantine-Hull variable-mu sort (Majestic
type G-51-S) and therefore unworried
by such operations. Now we have the
signal in the input grid of the detector
and need only to mix with it the 175
kc. off-tune oscillation. This oscilla-

tion is provided by the coils L6, L7 and
L8 which constitute a T.R.F. system
operating 175 kc. off-tune. The coil L6
is the feedback coil and has been placed
in the cathode-lead to avoid confusing
the tuned input system. Coil L8 cou
ples the plate to the oscillator tuned
circuit L7, which has the usual
series and shunt adjustment conden
sers. The series one, C3, is in turn
shunted by a combination consisting of
the coil L8, the primary of the first
I. F. transformer L9, and the I. F.
trimming condenser, C2, connecting
them; thence through the by-pass con
denser to chassis—which completes the
circuit back to the other side of the ser
ies oscillator trimmer. It will be seen
that I. F. primary trimmer, C2, serves
also as a coupling between the oscil
lating feed-coil, L8, and the detector
plate. Because both the oscillator and
the I. F. system make use of the oscil
lator trimmer C2, the two adjustments
are not independent, though the choice
of sizes is such as to make the inter
locking small. The plate supply of the
detector comes through the I. F. pri
mary, which may be regarded as an
R.F. choke, if one wishes. The rest
of the set is orthodox and one need but
explain that the switch Sw. provides
a “local” range by disconnecting C5
which detunes the I. F. stage and
hence intentionally spoils the efficiency.
Multiple-function Tubes
Of late, multiple-function tubes have
appeared which are not normal tubes
used in two manners like the above,
but instead are simply one glass bulb
containing the parts of two separate
tubes—an oscillator and a “mixer-de
tector”, ordinarily in the form of a
5-grid tube which is therefore called
a “pentagrid converter.” To introduce
these here would be confusing, and
they are withheld for a later chapter.

TO
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FIG. 11

CHAPTER 2
Signal Frequency Amplifiers
Since almost any desired degree of
amplification may be produced in the
fixed-frequency intermediate ampli
fier, it may appear senseless to use
(also) a tuned radio frequency ampli
fier ahead of the “mixer” (converter
or first detector). However this am
plifier does appear in all of the bet
ter modern superheterodynes in the
position just mentioned, which is that
indicated farthest to the left in Fig.
6 by the box labeled “signal frequen
cy amplifier” (which is merely an
other name for a T.R.F. amplifier).
This amplifier serves three very
definite purposes:
1—It greatly improves the quiet
ness of the receiver, since it amplifies
the desired signal more than the
noise-background, before either of
them reaches the “mixer” (labeled
“frequency changer” in Fig. 6.).
While recent mixer tubes decrease
this problem somewhat as explained
jin chapter 3), any improvement in
signal-to-noise ratio is worth while,
especially at short waves where this
is the normal limiting factor of recep
tion.
2—Similarly, the T.R.F. amplifier
(also called pre-amplifier), by favor
ing the desired signal, decreases the
possibility that a strong off-tune sig
nal will arrive at the mixer with
enough strength to overload that tube,
thereby “cross-modulating” the desired
signal. Should this take place, the
two will be detected together and
thereafter no degree of selectivity in
the I.F. amplifier can separate them.
Therefore, selectivity ahead of mixing
is important also for this reason.
Note that the desired selectivity can
be accomplished by pre-selection
alone, amplification being non-essen
tial. Hence, the T.R.F. tube may be
omitted and a scheme of two cascaded

tuned circuits used such as that shown
in Figs. 9 and 10. However such
schemes, without exception, cause
some loss in the desired signal, since
their tuned circuits unavoidably have
some resistance. In consequence, the
signal to noise ratio mentioned in
item 1, above, is damaged or reduced
somewhat. For this reason, the more
expensive sets will invariably use a
complete T.R.F. amplifier, not merely
tuned circuits in cascade.
3—Finally, the use of 2 or more
tuned circuits ahead of the mixer, in
stead of one only, can easily prevent
still another type of interference
caused by offrtune signals operating
through the effect known as “imagefrequency interference.” This effect
can be explained as follows: referring
back to chapter 1, you will recall that
in a receiver with an I.F. amplifier
system tuned to 175 kc., we could re
ceive a 1000 kc. broadcasting station
when the oscillator was tuned to
1,176 kc., since
(osc.) 1,175 kc.—(signal) 1000 kc.
— 175 kc.
and accordingly, the incoming 1000
kc. signal is converted to 176 kc.
and passes easily through the I.F.
amplifier. BUTunfortunately it
is also true that
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FIG.12
Antenna input circuit for uniform gain.
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Pig. 13. The well-known curves of selec
tivity: A, that of a single circuit; B, that
of three. The wider the bottom of the
curve, the more opportunity for “crossmodulation.”
(signal) 1,350—(osc.) 1,175—175 kc.
Hence, the same oscillator setting
will likewise convert a 1,350 kc. sig
nal to 175 kc., and this, also, will
pass through the I.F. system. Sharp
ening the I.F. system’s selectivity does
no good in preventing this effect.
Changing the intermediate frequency
merely causes it to appear at another
point; always we are faced by the
fact that there will be two channels
which are “tuned in”; these two sta
tions being in every case separated by
twice the intermediate frequency.
Protection against this effect must
be provided by selectivity ahead of
the mixer—it is ineffective after. It
may manifestly be provided either by
a full T.R.F. amplifier, or else by
cascaded tuned circuits without R.F.
tubes as in Figs. 9 and 19 already
mentioned.

Design of the Pre-amplifier
(550-1500 kc. type)
In the simpler receivers intended
only for the normal broadcast band of
550-1500 kc., or a trifle more, one
ordinarily attempts to secure fairly
even amplification over the tuning
range of the pre-amplifier, for obvious
reasons. Enormous masses of litera
ture have been written on flat-gain
T.R.F. amplifiers (refer to the files of
Proceedings of the I.R.E. for good ex
amples) and we can mention here,
only briefly, a few methods.
In Fig. 12 the natural tendency of
the amplifier gain is to fall off at
longer wavelengths, because the tun
ing capacity C, is then larger and the
voltage across it correspondingly
lower (an explanation for this effect
will be found in any standard radio
text book). It is a tendency univer
sal in T.R.F. amplifiers and painfully
prominent in older T.R.F. sets. It may
be compensated for in several ways.
A—We may make LI (Fig. 12) of
such inductance that with the antenna
connected, it will resonate at about
430 kc. (700 meters). As we tune
toward the long-wave (500 kc.) end
of the broadcast band, we approach
the tune (natural frequency) of the
resonant antenna and the gain goes
up. This is the high inductance an
tenna coil scheme commonly used.
B—With the above scheme, or
alone, we may use the device also
shown in Fig. 12, of feeding the “Bplus” to the R.F. amplifier tube
through a choke coil, L4, which is
resonant at about 430 kc. (700 met
ers), and coupling the tube to the

A signal frequency amplifier circuit. This requires a four gang condenser and Is
very selective.
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tuned grid-circuit of the next tube,
by means of a very small capacity,
Cl, usually not more than 10 micro
microfarads (.00001 mf.). The ac
tion here resembles that just de
scribed; as one tunes toward 500 kc.,
the tube shown acquires a load of
higher impedance (as L4 approaches
resonance), hence its output voltage
increases.
The deficiency of this
scheme (which is due to the late Carl
Trube) is that the tuned-circuit, L3
and C, is loaded with more fixed
capacity than would be the case for
a two-winding transformer method of
coupling. In consequence, the same
tuning range 550-1500 kc. ordinarily
requires a 500 mmf. tuning conden
ser instead of a 350 mmf. unit, which
decreases the 1500 kc. amplification
some 30 per cent in each stage. This
is not a serious loss, especially in a
superheterodyne, where the I.F. sys
tem has “gain to burn.” It is mere
ly mentioned to anticipate carping
critics.
Short-wave Pre-amplifiers
In a superheterodyne receiver
working at short waves the pre-ampli
fier or signal-frequency amplifier is
much more essential than in a set
operating on the 550-1500 kc. range.
Its omission in many receivers is due
purely to a desire of the manufac
turer to build to a price, or perhaps
to the fact that few radio listeners
realize the vast improvement which
the pre-amplifier can effect at short
waves. It suffices here to say that
all three types of interference cited
above (noise, cross-modulation and
image interference) are much worse
at short waves; hence the pre-ampli
fier — not merely a pre-selector —
should be present.

Since the selectivity and amplifica
tion of a T.R.F. amplifier falls off as
the wavelength becomes shorter (fre
quency becomes higher), a correctly
designed multi-range receiver should
use more stages of T.R.F. amplifica
tion in the short-wave ranges than in
the broadcast range of 650-1500 kc.
(example, General Electric model K80). The practice of dropping out
the pre-amplifier when leaving the
broadcast band is merely a way to
cheapen the receiver; with reduced
results as a consequence.
Cross-modulation in the T.R.F.
Amplifier
It is necessary that selectivity be
built up stage-by-stage in the T.R.F.
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A three gang condenser circuit.
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Various band selector circuits used In commercial superheterodynes.
amplifier at a rapid rate, otherwise
unwanted strong interfering signals
will not be sufficiently held down,
and will become amplified to the point
of overloading either an R.F. ampli
fier tube, or the first detector (mixer).
The use of the Ballantine-Snow “var
iable-mu” or “super-control” types of
tubes (such as the 51, 35, 58, 78
etc.) largely prevents this, but in
some cases the volume control must
also act to reduce input from the an
tenna, besides controlling the gain
in the tubes.
Practical Notes
Practical examples of 550-1500 kc.
pre-amplifiers are shown in Figs. 14
and 15, the corresponding gain curves
appearing in Fig. 16. Observe that
the addition of the extra tuned cir
cuit in Fig. 14 has had the usual con
sequence of an un-compensated tuned
circuit—a sloping gain curve, as a

penalty for the greater selectivity.
Coil data for circuit 15 appear in
Figs. 17 and 18, the coils being suit
able for a model 311-H tuning gang
manufactured by the Radio Condenser
Co., to whom Fig. 16 is due. The
aluminum shield cans are indicated
and must vary but little from the di
mensions stated, otherwise the coil
inductances will be altered and tedi
ous cutting and trying result, L2
may be a small “universal” coil such
as used for R.F. chokes in broadcast
receivers, while C2 may have a capac
ity of not more than 500 mmf. in any
case, but is dependant to some extent
on L2 and may be very much smaller.
The circuits of Fig. 19 have all
been used by the makers listed and
are quite sound, but less necessary
with variable-mu tubes, which ordin
arily permit either dropping out one
of the tuned circuits, or the inter
position of another R.F. stage.

CHAPTER 3
Oscillators and Frequency Changers
ing will not shift to 250 kc. (1200
meters)—but only to 500 kc. (600
meters). Thus, increasing the capac
ity to 4 times the former value has
increased the wavelength to only twice
the former value—and 2 is the square
root of 4, illustrating the above state
ment.
In the receiver tabulated, we wish
to tune from 500 to 1,500 kc. 1,500
is 3 times 500, and since the fre
quency change is in proportion to
the square root of the tuning-capac
ity change, we evidently need a tun
ing condenser with a 9-to-l capacity
range. This 9-to-l range must be
the result when all the stray capaci
ties in the set are connected across
the system, and usually such a range
is available with a tuning condenser
whose maximum capacity is about 350
mmf., although some circuits require
more, as mentioned in the discussion
of Figs. 12, 14 and 15.
The case for the oscillator is dif
ferent. Referring to the table again,
1675 kc. is only 2% times 675 kc.
Therefore, the condenser (plus stray
capacities) needs a range of capacity
of only 2% x 2V2 = 6% to 1. Or
dinarily we allow the minimum capac
ity of this condenser to be about the
same as that of the condensers used
to tune the T.R.F. amplifier—the min
imum being the capacity in the cir
cuit at 1500 kc. Thus, we evidently
need a condenser section for the os
cillator which has a smaller maxi
mum, which is produced by means of
a fixed (or adjustable) series con
denser; or (for bandspread sets) is
“tapped down” a few turns on its coil
The
to lessen the tuning range,
quality of tracking for these systems
is in the order of their listing.
Also, since the minimum capacities
are the same, it must be evident that

As we have explained, the purpose
of the oscillator is to supply an ad
justable radio frequency voltage
which at all times is different from
the frequency of the received signal
by just the amount which is repre
sented by the intermediate frequency
—or rather the tuning of the I.F.
amplifier. For some years, I.F. am
plifiers have been built to work at
175 kc. and oscillators have conse
quently run 175 kc. above the fre
quency of the received signal—since
it happens to be more convenient
mechanically to do this than to run
the oscillator 175 kc. below the re
ceived signal frequency.
Thus we may set up examples of
the operation of such a receiver:
Oscillator fre
R.F. and mixer
frequency.
quency 175 kc.
1500 kc.
1675 kc.
1250 kc.
1425 kc.
1000 kc.
1175 kc.
925 kc.
750 kc.
550 kc.
725 kc.
Design of Oscillator and T.R.F.
Circuits
From this we can at once find out
something about the tuned circuits of
the set. The frequency to which a
coil-condenser combination tunes is
dependant on the capacity, C, of the
condenser (plus the stray capacities
in the set) and the inductance, L, of
the coil. However, the resonance fre
quency does not vary directly with
the product of L and C; it varies with
the square root of LC. Thus a con
denser with a capacity of 250 mmf.
connected across a coil with an in
ductance of 100 microhenries will
tune to a frequency of 1000 kc.,
which is to say, a wavelength of 300
meters. If we quadruple the capaci
ty to .001 mf. (1000 mmf.) the tun-
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the oscillator coil, tuning to 1676
can have only about 80% of the in
ductance of the T.R.F. coils whicn
another contune to 1 500 kc. with
denser of the same minimum capacity.
This has been set down in some detail
because the reader will wish to work
with other ranges, and with other val
ues of intermediate frequency—but al
ways with these same principles. However, the reader is cautioned that
theory is not too dependable here,
since it cannot anticipate stray cir
cuit capacities correctly and must be
supplemented by painstaking cut-andtry.
Short-wave Oscillators
Special problems arise in connec
tion with oscillators for short-wave
ranges, especially where it is desired
to use the same tuning condensers for
the 550-1,500 kc. range also. The un
happy consequence of this common
combination is that one must use a
tuning capacity of about 350 mmf.
max. (see foregoing paragraphs) for
the 550-1,500 kc. range, which is far
too much for good amplification at
short waves. Changes in the tuning
capacity usually produce mechanical
involvements and increased circuit
losses, frequently leading to unreli
able functioning at short waves. One
FIG. 23
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Fig. 21, left, illustrates magnetic coup
ling of detector and oscillator. Fig. 22,
right, oscillator pick-up coil linked with a
coil in cathode lead of detector.
therefore frequently makes the best
of a bad matter and uses the 350
mmf. (or thereabout) condenser in
all ranges, and puts much thought and
care into the design and test of an
oscillator which is “sure fire” at
short waves, without producing ex
cessive output at longer waves, If
the various ranges are obtained by
switching instead of plug-in coils, the
utmost care is taken to minimize
capacities in the switch, not princi
pally because of the added micro-mi
crofarads, but because these added
micro-mikes produce all manner of
undesired stray couplings and some
Where possible, the
added loss.
FIG.24
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°Perf,|es with grounded cathode and takes its bias from the 40,000
onm griaieak Rl, oscillation amplitude and harmonic production being limited by the
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------ R4,
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resistor R3 Is but 600 ohms. The values are for a 27.
56 or similar tube. In the broadcast range of 600-1,600
600-1,500 kc., L2 will ___
have___v%„.
about 1/6
. uumber of turns of LI, the latter being center-tapped for the grid connection.
If the tuning condenser C2 has the same capacity range as the sections used to tune
the mixer Input and other signal-frequency circuits, the remaining capacities will be
approximately; C3 adjustable 5 to 50 mmf. (ordinary trimmer found on condenser
gang), used here to trim minimum, i.e., to 1675 kc. when other circuits are set at
1,500 kc.; C5 fixed, depends somewhat on C2, but about 750 mmf. (.00075 mf.); C4,
to correct C5, range about 15 to 75 mmf.; Cl, 500 to 750 mmf.

1
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A V.T. voltmeter for adjusting the out
put of the oscillator to optimum value.

switch blade is kept grounded and
only the contacts are raised “offground”—the reference of course be
ing to R.F. voltages off chassis; D.C.
voltages being unimportant.
The very serious problem of fre
quency instability enters here. In the
550-1,500 kc. range this is not too
painful, since a change of an entire
per cent (!) in frequency only puts
one into the next broadcast channel.
But, if we happen to be receiving at
25 meters and the frequency wanders
only M of 1 per cent we go wander
ing off across a number of stations
in succession, whereas a 1 per cent
shift would cause us to shift the
equivalent of 12 ordinary broadcast
channels—which is intolerable.
Such frequency wanderings are due
to several things—
A—Aging effects.
Changes in the coils with time and
weather.
Changes in the tubes with age.
Gradual changes in trimmer con
densers.
B—Heating effects.
Tube warmup.
Warmup of tuning elements after
set is turned on.
C—Irregular effects.
Changes in tubes (replacements).
Antenna changes.
Coil-shields shifting with respect to
coils.
Line-voltage changes.
Variable contacts between metal
parts.
Against all these the short-wave
oscillator must provide if it is a goodenough job—and many are not. A
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large part of the unsatisfactory per
formance and alleged “fading” of
short-wave signals is due to such
things.
Experience has shown that effects
of type A can be minimized by the
use of high-grade construction, while
effects of type B and C are anticipat
ed by the use of proper oscillatory
circuits and by disposition of parts
learned through care and experience.
Here careful laboratory work is es
sential.
Oscillator Circuits
Although design conditions intro
duce various disguises, the oscillator
normally uses some form of the Hart
ley circuit; or its close relative, the
tuned grid coil with an untuned plate
tickler. In Fig. 21 and in Fig. 22 are
shown schemes for magnetically coup
ling such oscillators to a screen-grid
detector, via the grid (input) circuit.
In Fig. 21, this is done by magnetic
coupling to the tuned coil, while in
Fig. 22 it is done by magnetic coup
ling to a “pickup” coil, connected in
series with the cathode—which is,
after all, a part of the input circuit
and hence equivalent except as to
mechanical convenience. In both
these diagrams the lower end of the
detector grid input coil is, of course,
understood to be grounded to the
metallic chassis of the set.
An increasing tendency toward
fixed screen-grid voltages has large
ly done away with the formerly com
mon scheme of feeding the oscillator
R.F. voltage into the detector screengrid. One must not jump to conclu
sions on observing that an Oscillator
draws its plate supply from some
point apparently connected to R.F.
and detector screen-grid.
This is
common practice because the oscilla
tor commonly runs with a plate-supply
voltage of about 90 and this is the
screen-grid voltage of most R.F. and
detector tubes. However, the D.C.
takeoff to the oscillator is usually
made near a bypass condenser which
minimizes any possibility of R.F.
coupling to the screen-grids. Fre
quently the filtering at this point is
increased by taking off the oscillator
supply through a 100 to 5,000 ohm
resistor, as a decoupler.
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Still another coupling scheme is to
connect the oscillator control-grid to
the detector control-grid through a
resistor, usually with a stopping con
denser in series, as the biases are
normally different, A minor variation -of this is to connect some ele
ment of the oscillator to the mixer
input grid through a small capacity.
This is especially useful in multi-range
receivers since the coupling capacity
has a reactance which decreases with
wavelength, hence partly compensat
ing for tile naturally weaker oscilla
tions at shorter waves—which dark
statement will be explained within a
few paragraphs. An example of this
practice appears in the National “FB7” receiver.
Regardless of these variations the
oscillator circuits are all essentially as
shown in Figs. 23 and 24 with the
constants stated.
The data given under Figs. 23 and
24 hold, regardless of the method of
coupling the oscillator to the mixer.
At short waves it will be found that
the tickler coil L2 will need compar
atively more turns—sometimes almost
as many as LI, and that the grid tap
will need to be carried further up LI.
Proper Oscillator Conditions
While the “variable mu” Snow-Ballantine tubes such as the 35, 78, etc.,
are not good second detectors, they
make excellent mixers (first detec
tors) provided the R.F. voltage fed
to the control-grid from the oscillator
is about 1 V. less than the D.C. bias

on that grid. Since there are so many
types—and new ones appear on Tues
days and Fridays—it would be fool
ish to give data here. Use the condi
tions set down in the tube-data-book
of the manufacturer, who will cheer
fully send details on any tube upon
request. Then adjust the oscillator
to put the proper R.F. voltage on the
grid. This adjustment is simply a
matter of changing the coupling be
tween the oscillator and the mixer,
while reading the R.F. voltage at the
mixer-grid with a simple vacuum-tube
voltmeter of the “peak type.” The
circuit of a device of this type is
shown in Fig. 25, the only part of
which needs explaining is Cl, which
is a “2-plate” midget-variable con
denser, set at maximum.
The procedure will be illustrated
by example. Suppose we intend to
use a 35 tube as a mixer. From an
RCA data sheet we find that this
tube as a mixer should operate with
250 plate V., 90 screen-grid V., and a
bias of minus 7 V. We have built
it up in a receiver and now wish to
adjust the oscillator so that it sup
plies to the 35 control-grid 6 peak
R.F. volts (1 less than the 35 bias).
Using the setup of Fig. 25, clip CL1
to the 35 control-grid, CL2 to the
chassis, remove the oscillator tube
and adjust slider S to obtain a plate
current of 1/10—ma., then read the
voltmeter V. Now start the oscilla
tor and move S until the reading of
the milliammeter is again 1/10—ma.
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Read V. once more and subtract the
two readings. The difference should
be the peak R.F. voltage applied to
the 35 grid, unless stray pick up has
spoiled your readings. To check this
turn Cl to minimum. If the readings
are repeated you should now get a
smaller result—which is incorrect ex
cept as a check. If Cl has little or
no effect, shield the whole rig by en
closing it in a metal can with only
CL1 coming out through a thin mica
window 1 in. across, the rest of the
grid circuit of the meter-tube being
inside. It may be necessary to de
crease R to .1-megohm to obtain
sensible readings. The meter then
draws too much power from the os
cillator, but is still vastly better than
guesswork.
All this must be done with care (it
is really no novice's job) but an ob
serving user will improve his receiver
with it just the same.
Electron-Coupled Oscillators
The difficulty of getting good fre
quency stability from normal oscilla
tors working at short waves, and
coupled in the ways mentioned, has
led to the introduction of the Dow
“electron-coupled” oscillator and its
descendant, the “pentagrid conver
ter.”
One form of the electroncoupled oscillator appears in Fig. 26.
Since the plate of the circuit shown
in Fig. 26B is bypassed to chassis, it
is unable to develop any R.F. volt
age differing from that of the chassis.
It follows that the plate of Fig. 26C
is screened from capacity coupling to
the oscillator, even though the oscil
lator is in the same tube. From this
it follows, in turn, that variations in
the plate voltage or load cannot have
much effect upon the oscillator fre
quency—which the effect we desire.
At the same time, R.F. power does
reach the plate of Fig. 26C, by the
following process. Since oscillation
is taking place in the grid-cathodescreen combination, the control-grid
must evidently be swinging up and
down at radio frequency. It conse
quently is varying the electron stream
which flows from the cathode through
the grid to the plate—hence the
stream arrives at the plate bringing
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R.F. power with it. The plate ac
cordingly is associated with the rest
of the tube-action only through the
electron stream — hence “electroncoupled.”
The Pentagrid Converter
The inconvenience of having the
tube’s cathode “off ground” as in Fig.
26, immediately leads to the thought
that we ought to have a tube with an
extra grid to be used for oscillation
so that we would not need to put the
tickler between screen-grid and cathode. This would be a tube with
a cathode, two oscillating grids, a
screen-grid and a plate, in other
words a special sort of pentode. Such
tubes have been made.
The next step is to put one more
grid in, using it to feed the incoming
signal from the distant station into
the tube—whereupon we have com
bined the “mixer” with the electroncoupled oscillator. This is the “pen
tagrid converter,” which has merits
altogether aside from that of merely
combining two tubes. A well-known
sort is the 2A7 also 6A7).
Not only does it give us the good
stability of the electron-coupled OScillator; it also provides an oscillatormixer coupling that is automatically
right. The circuit of such a tube is
shown in Fig. 27, while Fig. 28 shows
coils which will work over the 5001,500 kc. broadcast band with a 175
kc. intermediate amplifier.
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Short-wave Oscillator Coils
The table, Fig. 29, at the end of
this chapter gives coil dimensions
suited to various short-wave bands,
but using a triode oscillator (type
56 or the like, with a pickup coil con
nected into the cathode circuit of a
normal screen-grid detector (type 57
or the like). To adapt these oscillator
coils to the 2A7 or similar tube, sim
ply omit the pickup coil, since an
electronic pick-up is built into the
tube. The plate coil is also omitted
and in its place is wound a coil cor
responding to L2 of Fig. 27. This is
wound directly over the grid coil
with only one layer of oiled silk be
tween, and spaced to have about %
the length of the grid coil—the grid
coil being, of course, LI (Fig. 27)
which is connected to the first grid.
The number of turns for the four
coil-ranges is correct—but remember
to space out the turns as described.
This set of short-wave coils is in
tended to work with tuning conden
sers of 150 mmf. maximum capacity,
the oscillator section being like the
others but having a .001 mf. “pad-
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ding” condenser in series with it,
corresponding to C4 and C6 of Figs.
24 and 25. This can be an adjust
able condenser, of that capacity, or
else a fixed one, shunted by an adjust
able one, as in Figs. 24 and 25.
The “detector coil” winding is de
scribed for a receiver without an R.F.
amplifier, but one can be—and should
be
added, using a variable-mu
screen-grid tube of the sort repre
sented by types 35, 68 and the like.
The “det. coil” of the table then
goes between this R.F. tube and an
tenna, while between the R-F. tube
and the detector (corresponding to
L4 of Fig. 28) there will be a similar
coil—with this difference only—the
“ant. coil” is omitted. In its place
there is wrapped one turn of oiled
silk over the grid coil, on which is
wound a coil exactly like the grid
coil (spaced the same as the grid
coil) but only % as long and accord
ingly with only % as many turns.
This is connected into the plate cir
cuit of the R.F. tube. (Incidentally,
the coil at Fig. 17 can easily be made
into a good R.F. transformer [5001500 kc.] by such means.) The cir
cuit of this receiver is shown in a
later chapter as the "Simplified Mitcherl Receiver.”

CHAPTER 4
Single Dial Tuning Systems
A S we have mentioned in earlier
chapters, the problem of tuning a
superheterodyne receiver with one
control-knob, differs from the same
problem in a T.R.F. receiver, for the
reason that the oscillator requires a
tuning range which differs from that
of the other tunable circuits in the
superheterodyne receiver.
In the example given early in
Chapter 3, we pointed out that while
the T.R.F. stages must tune from 550
to 1,500 kc. to cover that range of
received signals, the oscillator must,
at the same time, tune from 675 to
1,675 kc., provided that the interme
diate amplifier operates at 175 kc.
If the I.F. amplifier works at a dif
ferent frequency—and it often does—
then the oscillator must have another
range, always such that its frequency
is at all times above the T.R.F. fre
quency (frequency of received signal)
by an amount just equal to the I.F.
(This statement neglects those infre
quent sets in which the oscillator
works “below” or “across” the re
ceived signals.)
Off hand, one might judge that it
would be necessary only to reduce
the inductance of the oscillator coil
by removing turns, using a variable
condenser exactly like that used for
the other stages. This is impossible,
since the resulting curve will not stay
at a uniform distance from the T.R.F.
curve, but will, instead, maintain a
fixed percentage relation—which is
useless.
An early method of accomplishing
the proper “tracking” was proposed
by McLaughlin in 1924. He used an
oscillator tuning condenser like the
T.R.F. condensers but used a variable
oscillator inductance in the form of a
variometer, driven by the condenser
shaft. Figure 30 gives the details,

because even today, they are of in
terest in clarifying the problem.
The mechanical inconvenience of
the McLaughlin device caused it to be
largely abandoned in favor of an
other scheme, in which the coils are
all fixed, the oscillator inductance be
ing somewhat smaller than the others.
The oscillator tuning condenser is
made to have a slightly lower mini
mum capacity and a considerably
lower maximum capacity by connect
ing a fixed condenser in series with
it. Assuming the constants to have
been chosen correctly by a somewhat
tedious process of calculation, plus
cut-and-try, we have the situation of
Fig. 31, where A is the T.R.F. tuning
curve, B the one we hope to have
attained in the oscillator. The B
curve is seen to lie 175 kc. above the
A curve. It does not look so, but
this is optical illusion, exposed by a
few measurements on the graph. Ac
tually, the results are seldom so per
fect, one attains more nearly such a
curve as C, which is not evenly
spaced from A. One may then either
locate it as shown, with both ends ly
ing on the correct curve B, or else
(and more usually) one chooses the
least average error, by making both
ends lie above B and the middle be
low B. This has given acceptable re
sults in hundreds of thousand of re
ceivers.
Since it is nearly impossible to
have either the variable or the fixed
oscillator condensers just right as to
capacity one must in practice use the
complication of Fig. 32, where C is
the variable tuning condenser with its
usual “trimmer” or “screwdriver
makeup condenser,” marked C3,
while the series fixed condenser Cl
is likewise provided with a “trimmer,”
C2. Actual values for a 175 kc. case

xJl
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should be shielded as a concession to
the comfort of the neighbors who may
otherwise be subjected to squeals.
Only the coil is especially in need of
such shielding, and the radiation is
very short-ranged, unless one deals
with a primitive superheterodyne
which lacks T.R.F. stages to prevent
radiation from the antenna.
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An early single dial circuit using special
coils and identical condensers.

were given in Fig. 23 for a 175 kc.
I.F. system, others will appear later.
Incidentally, Fig. 31 illustrates an
other, and more refined, method which
is gradually becoming standard, some
years after it should have been
adopted. This is to start at the be
ginning—by making the oscillator tun
ing condenser of the proper size and
shape for its job so that no extras
are required and only the usual small
“trimmer” is attached to it. The
constants for that arrangement ap
pear on the diagram of Fig. 31, and
the necessary plate-shape is discussed
later.
For the present, we wish to say a
word more about the scheme of Fig.
32, which can be used by the amateur,
both in that form and in a more
simplified form.
If 175 kc. is the intermediate fre
quency, and 550-1,500 kc. is the tun
ing range, then the fixed series con
denser must have about 2 times the
capacity of the tuning condenser at
maximum setting, although this rule
must be used merely as a first ap
proximation, subject to later adjust
ment. Fig. 23 and 24 are illuminat
ing.
The oscillator-detector system will
then look like Fig. 34, although the
inductive coupling between the two
may be replaced by any of the other
feed methods suggested in earlier
chapters.
Oscillators, by the way,

Special Condenser Sections
The rather idealized tuning curves
of Fig. 33 have been saved up to this
point, as they are not of the greatest
practical importance. It has lately
been recognized that such rigidly
“straight line” tuning is of question
able value, even if it were readily
obtainable. It is, moreover, not read
ily attained, partly because of the
clumsy condenser plate-shape which
is indicated, and partly because the
best of the designs is to some extent
defeated by the uncontrolled varia
tion in the set.
Special plates do, however, serve a
very real purpose in the oscillator
section of a gang tuning condenser.
Design of Oscillator Condenser
Plate Shape
The method of calculating the plate
shape of an oscillator condenser so that
it will accurately track with the con
densers used in any R.F. tuning sys
tem and maintain a constant frequency
difference of 175 kc. or any other value
higher than the R.F. condensers at
any setting in the range has been
worked out and is used in many com
mercial receivers.
The first step in the procedure is to
determine the tuning characteristics of
the signal frequency amplifier as shown
in Fig. 31 and with the intermediate
frequency known (175 kc. for example),
the theoretical oscillator curve can be
drawn, as is shown by curve B. To
avoid errors from lump minimum cap
acities which may exist in the circuit,
the condenser is designed so that a
small capacity will have to be added
by means of a trimmer condenser so
that the sum of the minimum distrib
uted capacities can be controlled and
set at a fixed starting point.
Next an inductance value for the os
cillator circuit is selected which will
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allow the oscillator circuit spectrum to
be covered with a condenser of practical
size. Inductances of 150 to 200 micro
henries are found in commercial re
ceivers. In designing an inductance we
must not lose sight of the fact that
about 20% must be added to compen
sate for the loss of inductance when
the coil is placed inside a shield.
Knowing the inductance we can cal
culate the necessary capacity values for
the oscillator condenser at various dial
settings. When these capacity values
have been ascertained and the capacity
values of the R.F. tuning condensers
known at the same angle of rotation,
the radii required to give the desired
capacity curve to the oscillator conden
ser plate can be calculated by means of
the following formula:
Co

n
ro—
Cs
n
Where, Cs=rcapacity of R.F. condenser
at any given dial setting.
Co—capacity of oscillator con
denser at corresponding
setting.
r —radius of R.F. condenser
plate.
ro =radius of oscillator con
denser plate.
n —pairs of active surfaces in
R.F. condenser unit.
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A padding: circuit for single dial control.
This formula may be used for solving
any required curve and is not limited
to this particular problem.
Curve A of Fig. 31 is a typical curve
of a tuning condenser manufactured by
The Radio Condenser Company.
Fig. 35 shows a capacity curve, A,
of the oscillator condenser made by
this same company. This curve was
plotted with the oscillator trimmer con
denser at the minimum position. This
is not the capacity curve this unit has
in actual use, because when used the
minimum is raised to 60 mmf. at 12
divisions by the lump stray capacity of
the receiver and by means of the trimmer. This graph should be compared
with that of curve B, showing the
capacity curve of the R.F. tuning con
denser as measured apart from the cir
cuit.
The oscillator condenser is designed
to be used with an oscillator coil sec
ondary having an inductance of 143.6
When the minimum
micro-henries,
capacity of the circuit is set to a value
of 50 mmf. by means of the trimmer,
the proper frequency distribution of
the oscillator spectrum is that shown
in Fig. 31, curve B.
In designing a receiver using these
condensers, a check should be made to
make certain that the R.F. amplifier
closely follows the graph of Fig. 31,
curve A and that the oscillator circuit
follows graph B of Fig. 31. Both of
these measurements should be made
with the intermediate amplifier accur
ately adjusted to peak at 175 kc. A
final check may be made by connecting
a small 10 mmf. carefully calibrated
condenser in parallel with the oscillator
condenser, and supplying a modulated
signal of known frequency by means
of a signal generator in the usual man
ner.
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T\irn the dial to the point where
1,500 kc. is a resonant frequency of the
R.F. amplifier (equivalent to 12 divi
sions on Fig. 31A) and reduce the trim
mer of the oscillator condenser until
the capacity added by the small vari
able test condenser has been allowed
for, and gain is maximum. The plates
of the test condenser should be set at
about 90 degrees when making this ad
justment so that capacity can be either
added or subtracted.
Readings should then be taken at
various points throughout the 1,500 to
550 kc. range and the gain brought to a
maximum at each reading by means of
the small test condenser. The varia
tion from the initial setting should be
noted and correction made to the os
cillator condenser by bending the slot
ted plates. The variations, in proper
designs, will never be greater than can
readily be corrected for by bending the
plates. To avoid body capacity the ad
justment of the test condenser should
be made with a long insulated handle.
The Precise gang condenser, Fig. 36,
for use in a superheterodyne having an
intermediate frequency of 175 kilocycles
is designed to work under approximate
ly similar conditions.
Multiple-function tubes
The use of a multiple-function tube
to combine the oscillator, the mixer
and electron coupling in one envelope,
does not ordinarily change the picture

very materially, except insofar as the
tube itself may require somewhat in
creased feedback coupling to give the
same oscillator performance as was
previously obtained from triode oscil
lators. The changes in the oscillator
windings which then become neces
sary are suggested in Fig. 27 and the
associated text.
Short-Wave Receivers
So far, we have blandly talked
about 175 kc. I.F. systems, and 660
to 1,500 kc. tuning, as if there were
nothing on earth but the standard
broadcast band. In the process, we
have mainly learned that for the am
ateur it is well to try no tricks, but
to use an oscillator condenser like
the other condensers, put twice its
own capacity in series with it, re
duce the oscillator inductance 22 per
cent from that of the T.R.F. coils
(compare L3 with LI in Fig. 18),
and then finish the alignment by
using a trimmer across the oscillator
variable condenser to get the highfrequency end straight (best response
on stations near 1,500 kc.) and mak
ing the low-frequency alignment with
the trimmer across the fixed series or
“padding” condenser. The propriety
of this is seen by again referring to
Figs. 32 and 34, from which it is ap
parent that the minimum capacity of
the tuning condenser must be ad
justed by the trimmer across it while
the maximum must be adjusted by the
1C.DET.
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trimmer connected to the series con
denser. (It is unfortunate that the
labels in Figs. 33 and 34 are not
identical.)
Going now to a short-wave re
ceiver, we seem for the instant to be
at sea, for we not only have a dif
ferent tuning range, but also a dif
ferent intermediate frequency. In a
combination broadcast- and short
wave receiver, the intermediate fre
quency may be found (in 1934) to
be near 450 kc., as high as it can be
made without getting overdose to the
broadcast band, and thus spoiling
broadcast-band reception through in
terference. In pure short-wave re
ceivers, we find the I.F. to be above
the broadcast band, usually at about
1,575 kc. This seemingly senseless
difference may pass away shortly, and
has arisen mainly because the “pure
ly short-wave supers” seem, as a rule,
to be deficient in the number of tuned
circuits (or to lack T.R.F. and pre
selection altogether), hence are ab
normally subject to bad image inter
ference, (See chapter 2), which can
be improved materially by using a
high intermediate frequency, thus
throwing the image farther away. The
correct cure, however, lies in ample
pre-selection, as illustrated by the
diagrams of Chapter 8.
As the 1,575 kc. intermediate sys
tem gives relatively poor amplifica
tion, another fairly common dodge is
to use an intermediate frequency in
the broadcast band, merely adjusting
it to lie halfway between two broad
cast channels, so chosen as to avoid
strong stations. This requires an ad
justable, or tunable I.F. amplifier,
hence one may use a broadcast re
ceiver for that purpose. The entire
system then becomes a broadcast re
ceiver preceded by a short-wave oscil
lator-detector combination.
Usually
the latter device is separate and is
sold under the name of a “converter.”
True short-wave receivers have ren
dered them obsolete and none are
shown here. For those still inter
ested, the following comments are
offered:
In choosing a converter to attach to
an existing broadcast receiver, one
can roughly gauge the probable re-
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FIG.35
Typical capacity curve of oscillator con
denser.
suits from the following rules.
Choosing a Converter
A two-tube converter will as a
rule show rather serious noise level,
unless the detector is either a triode
or a screen-grid tetrode used as a tri
ode (screen tied to plate). The 35
and similar tubes seem better than
the 24 and the like, even when used
as triodes.
Converters in which the first tube
has a resistance input seem rather
uniformly to be quite noisy, just as
do receivers with that antique type
of input. Frequently results can be
much improved by discarding such an
alleged R.F. amplifier stage and con
necting the antenna through a small
condenser (100 mmf. or less) to the
plate prong of this tube (which is
best left in place though not used).
An actual R.F. stage, instead of a
“noise amplifier” stage, is of course,
an asset. Such a stage has a tuned
circuit feeding it, or at least a good
R.F. choke—never a resistance.
Need it be said that a converter
with any dial but a very smooth and
easy one is much worse than no con
verter at all?
Short-wave Superheterodynes
Going to the actual short-wave or
all-wave superheterodynes, it becomes
more and more the case that one can
not specify much and must largely
cut and try for dimensions. Each re
ceiver description is accordingly
bound to differ in details of coils and
condensers from others meant for the
same wavelength range — especially
where there is an attempt to get
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maximum amplification by keeping
the capacities of the T.R.F. and oscil
lator down. The effect then is to al
low the “stray” circuit capacities to
become relatively more important, and
as they differ with constructional de
tails, the statement above is sub
stantiated.
Thus for example, we have in the
General Electric K-80 series of all
wave receivers, a case where stray
capacities have been swamped out by
deliberately using ample tuning and
trimming capacities, the decreased
amplification being made up by added
R-F. stages—which incidentally helps
the noise and image situation. Here
we have, for example, a tuning range
of 3,900 to 10,000 kc., which, with
the 445 kc. I.F. used, calls for an
oscillator range of 4,345 to 10,445
kc. The tuning condenser is a nor
mal 335 mmf., one of broadcastrange type, which accounts for the
tuning range of 3,900 to 10,000.
Our previous rule of using twice as
big a series condenser would be all
wrong as the oscillator range is now
almost as big as the T.R.F. In fact
the series condenser has to be .000225
mf., about seven times the tuning
capacity. For the range of 8,000 to
18,000 kc. it becomes .00234 mf.!!
Tuning range,
kc.

150-450
(200 to 750 meters)
550-1,500 (broadcast)
1,600-4,500
(66 to 200 meters)

This is the general tendency in the
short-wave region, but trial beats cal
culation.
Typical constants for short-wave
ranges using an I.F. near 450 kc. and
a tuning-range of about 3 to 1; that
is, for any one range the highest fre
quency (condenser set at minimum)
is about 2 times the lowest. (Exam
ple 550-1500 kc.)
Both pad and
tuner have trimmers, of course.
Another Method of Attack
In other designs it has been pre
ferred to minimize tuning capacity
as previously explained. Thus, in the
National “AGS” receiver a tuning
range of about 4,100 to 7,200 kc. is
obtained with a tuning capacity near
100 mmf. through somewhat special
construction which reduces “stray”
capacity, so that the 100 mmf. con
denser produces about 3/5 of the tun
ing range which was obtained in the
receivers mentioned above with ca
pacities near 350 mmf. For a rangeswitching set, this would be objection
able, because of switch complexity—
for a plug-in set, it is desirable as
the per-stage amplification in the
R.F. system is materially increased,
which means fewer stages — hence
fewer plug-in coils per set. One may

350 mmf.
350 mmf.

Series pad.
capacity
100 to 150 mmf.
500 to 800 mmf.

350 mmf.

.0010 to .0012 mf.

Tuning capacity
max.

Fig. 36. The Precise three- and four-gang condensers. The arrows Indicate the oscillator
units with special shaped plates.
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answer that more sets of coils are
needed — but few want the entire
range anyway. In this case, the rather
limited range per coil is not great
enough to modify greatly the trim
ming and padding rules.
“Bandspread”
Some years ago a fad was begun
for
receivers
which
enormously
spread out some small tuning range,
usually an amateur transmitting band.
This has led to rather grotesque tun
ers, usually of plug-in variety, which
are useless except in their narrow
bands. Such “bandspreading” can be
accomplished in two simple ways.
The first is to build a normal short
wave superheterodyne, and to connect
a small “vernier” condenser of about
5 per cent of the tuning capacity
across the oscillator tuning conden-

ser, this small condenser to be pro
vided with a microdrive dial of some
sort. This does not cripple the per
formance of the set for other work.
The second, and commoner method
is to use either very tiny tuning con
densers or (what is equivalent) to
connect a “padding” condenser across
the coil, and to connect the tuning
condenser across but a few turns, at
a tap provided for that purpose. With
plug-in coils, it is possible to provide
an extra prong so that either a reg
ular coil or one of these so-called
“bandspread” coils may be plugged
in. This is done in the National
“AGS” and “FB7” receivers for both
the R.F. and oscillator coils. The
layout of such coils is a matter of al
most pure cut^and-try. Printed de
scriptions, unless followed with pain
ful exactness, do not suffice.

CHAPTER 5
The Intermediate Amplifier
fication and jumping clear over the
standard broadcast band to 1,575 kc.
or some such value.
Number of tubes and tuned circuits
Since one of the main objects of
using a superheterodyne circuit is to
obtain high amplification and selec
tivity in the intermediate amplifier—
where there are no variable condensers, one finds that as a rule this
amplifier employs high-gain tubes and
transformers, which not only have
their secondaries tuned (as in the
case of a normal T.R.F. amplifier) but
also have some of the primaries tuned.
The high-gain tubes are commonly
screen-grid tetrodes or screen-grid
R.F. pentodes, meaning tubes such
as the 35, or else tubes such as the
78. The R.F. pentode gives about
twice the amplification while draw
ing twice the plate current and some
times a stage can be saved by using
it.
In Fig. 37 is shown an I.F. ampli
fier employing variable-mu screen-grid
tetrodes in two I.F. stages, followed
by a triode detector of the high-level
bias type—that is, a detector operat
ing at a high signal level and prob
ably followed by only one audio
stage. Observe that the system shows
six tuned circuits. Even if regenera
tion is carefully worked out of the
system, this will produce excessive
sharpness and destroy tone fidelity,
unless the selectivity curve is care
fully adjusted. This is done by so
spacing the primary and secondary
of each transformer as to provide
approximately “critical selectivity”—
i.e., such coupling is used as will just
begin to broaden the curve. Overclose coupling will result in a two
humped tuning curve, hence one
sometimes uses a de-coupling washer

T7R0M this point on, the reader will
X find it to advantage if he will strive
to keep in mind the fact that we
have now reached that part of the
superheterodyne which is nothing in
the world but a long-wave T.R.F.
receiver—complete. The so-called “in
termediate amplifier” differs in no
way from a normal T.R.F. amplifier;
the “second detector” corresponds
exactly to the detector of any T.R.F.
receiver, and the audio system is
normal in all ways.
Let us therefore remember that once
we get beyond the “mixer” we are talk
ing about nothing but a long-wave
T.R.F. receiver. In fact, the simplest
possible sort of T.R.F. receiver, for it
is without even a tuning adjustment.
Choice of Intermediate Frequency
This long-wave amplifier is set
once for all on some frequency chosen
to reduce image interference (see
Chapter 2), to avoid strong local
interference (including the standard
550-1,500 kc. broadcast band and the
500 kc. ships), and yet low enough
to permit good amplification without
getting into an audio frequency and
letting through noise.
In the past, this has simmered
down to 175 kc. which is outside the
audio range, yet low enough so that
the second and third harmonics of
350 and 525 kc. miss the standard
broadcast band, The selectivity and
image ratio are acceptable for the
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FIG.37
A two stage I.F. amplifier circuit. Note that three tuned I.F. transformers are employed.
as in Fig. 39 and 42. If the curve is
still too sharp at critical coupling, it
may be slightly broadened by “stag
gering” the tuning deliberately. To
do this by ear is exceedingly diffi
cult, and in fact an oscilloscope
(preferably of the cathode ray sort)
is necessary for a proper job. By
listening carefully a very observing
person with ample time can do a fair
job of such an adjustment by ear.
Normally fewer tuned circuits are em
ployed in the I.F. and this problem is
less severe.
The “Stenode Radiostat”
While on this subject of I.F. selec
tivity, one should mention the Robin
son “Stenode Radiostat,” which is a
superheterodyne whose I.F. amplifier
has been enormously sharpened by
using in it a “stenode bridge” which
is simply an I.F. transformer em
ploying one ordinary condenser-tuned
circuit, plus a second tuned circuit
which consists of a quartz-crystal
resonator ground to the intermediate
frequency. Without going to crystal
theory, one can say that such a crys
tal plate is equivalent to a tremend
ously sharp tuned circuit, so that the
“sideband cutting” becomes very ex
treme, the higher audio frequencies

almost entirely disappearing and noth
ing but rumbles, booms and grunts
coming out, if a normal audio ampli
fier is used. Accordingly the audio
system must restore the audio fidelity
by first flattening the low notes down
to the level of the attenuated high
notes, then taking the resulting weak
(but fairly undistorted) audio output
and amplifying it up to normal level.
Therefore a typical circuit (Fig. 38)
shows not only the equalizing trans
former (marked “filter” in Fig. 38)
but also shows an unusual number of
audio stages, 3 in this case. The net
gain of the system, when capacity
coupling is erased by proper setting
of the crystal-bridge condensers, is to
suppress greatly the ordinary back
ground noise of reception.
The “Single Signal” Receiver
It must be apparent that if the
Robinson equalizing audio system
were replaced in a stenode receiver
by a normal audio system we should
find only low pitches in the output.
If, in addition, the crystal bridge was
unbalanced by deliberate setting of
NC2 we should find a lopsoided trans
mission curve to result, virtually wip
ing out one sideband of the signal,
an effect first used by Robinson, and

Fig. 38. The “Stenode” receiver above shown differs from ordinary superheterodynes In
the circled filter which accepts frequency variations not exceeding a hundred cycles.
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Crystal Filters for Broadcast
Reception

Fig. 39. The construction of the "Transitor’.' I.F. transformer, available in three
designs.
explained by Batcher on the basis of
Wheatstone-bridge theory — the socalled crystal bridge being nothing
but a Wheatstone bridge in which
condensers CIA and C1B are bal
anced against the capacity of NC2
and the crystal capacity . . . the sys
tem going off balance at crystal res
onance—where the crystal is not a
condenser but a tuned circuit, equiv
alent to both capacity and inductance.
Such a highly selective transmis
sion curve can be used for continu
ous-wave telegraphic reception, to ad
vantage, by exaggerating the LF. sel
ectivity to the point where a band
only about 50 cycles wide is passed.
When a second oscillator (beat-note
oscillator) is fixed at a point about
1000 cycles from the I.F., we find
that ordinarily only one signal at a
time can be heard, and that this sig
nal appears only once as the tuningknob is turned, the lopsided I.F.
curve preventing the image from be
ing effective to any great degree.
This does not exactly describe the
“Single Signal" receiver of Lamb, but
indicates the general nature of its
operation.

Despite optimistic claims, your re
visor has not yet heard a crystal-filter
superheterodyne, which, on voice pro
duced anything but exceedingly bad
and low-intelligibility speech, except
when equipped with a Robinson audio
equalizer. The usual “single signal’*
receivers when used on voice are
either used in a desperate attempt to
get some fragments of speech out of
an intolerable mess of interference,
or else are used with the crystal fil
tering deliberately broadened in some
manner, either by switching the crys
tal out (leaving a plain I.F. trans
former) ; by unbalancing the crystal
bridge to decrease the sharpness; or
by switching the crystal to produce
a narrow band of suppression (in
stead of narrow band of transmission)
and placing it on the unwanted in
In Fig. 43 is
terfering station,
shown a commercial crystal filter
working at 500 kc. with these adjust
ments provided.

Fig. 40. The Hammarlund I.F. transformer.
The shield is removed so as to show tne
inner construction.
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I.F. coils used in the circuit of Fig. 37.
Ordinary I.F. Transformers
In Fig. 39 is shown a commercial
175 kc. transformer with a copper
decoupling washer to produce approx
imately critical coupling. The tuning
of the windings is done by the com
pression condensers on the base and
the frequency may be shifted to 165
or 186 kc. The output of this trans
former drops about 8 decibels on
either side of resonance.
Several
stages of this would ruin the audio
fidelity, hence the other transformers
are less sharp and drop only about
.3-d.b. at 5 kc. off resonance.
In short-wave receivers where gain
is at a premium, it is not uncommon
to find the I.F. coils made of litzendraht.
Another type of I.F. transformer
is shown in Fig. 40.
Still another variation uses small
air-insulated variable condensers in
stead of the compression type. The
oretically, the losses are lower and if
they can be made to retain adjust
ment as well or better, such conden
sers should show some advantage over
the compression type.
The dimensions of one 175 kc.
transformer appear in Fig. 41, the
coils being of the “lattice” or “uni
versal” type of winding so built that
if open circuited the grid coils reson
ate at about 850 kc. while the plate
coils resonate at 880 kc.. In use,
they are tuned by 150 or 200 mmf.
condensers. The sharp transformer
is shown at the right.
For home-made transformers—which
are emphatically not worth while at the
present prices of good manufactured
ones—one may begin with the construc
tion of Fig. 42, using 800 turns of
No. 36 S.C.C. “scramble wound” into
each spool, making one transformer

(L»e00T. N9.36 S.C.C.; C - I40MMP.)

FIG. 42
Data for a home built I.F. transformer.
as shown, the others without the cop
per washer and with slightly wider
spacing between coils. This is for
175 kc. For 450, 500 or even 1,676
kc. the number of turns is reduced,
and the trimmer, or tuning condenser
across the windings also reduced;
otherwise serious loss in amplification
Here again, stick rather
results.
closely to a printed description.

A National crystal filter, The switch
at the left permits the use of a series
or parallel connections as desired, or the
crystal may be swltched-out, depending
The
on the selectivity requirements,
crystal Itself is in the round container,
the I.F. peaking condenser Is reached
through the lower opening and the phaseshifting condenser through the upper
one. The milled knob acts upon the sel
ectivity-control condenser.

CHAPTER 6
The Second Detector, Audio Amplifier and
Power Supply

i

audio amplification using two type 45
or 47 tubes; or if a single output tube
is employed, a screen-grid type 24 de
tector resistance coupled to the output
tube is sufficient.
In superheterodyne receivers the
plate circuit of the second detector re
quires greater attention as regards fil
tering of R.F. currents, because these
currents are of a much lower frequen
cy (175 kc.) than is found in T.R.F. re
ceivers. This precaution is absolutely
necessary because of the large number
of heterodyne beats and harmonics in
the plate circuit of this tube. In many
receivers heterodyne whistles in the
loudspeaker originate at this point.
(See Chapter I.)
In the detector plate circuit of most
receivers an R.F. choke L and either
one or two fixed condensers C are used
for this filter. The diagram is illus
trated in Fig. 44. The values of the
parts vary considerably in different re
ceivers, but condensers of .001 mf. are
suitable in most cases. The choke should
be larger than that used in T.R.F. re
ceivers.
The circuit of Fig. 44 shows a type
27 tube operated with a plate voltage
of 200 and a grid bias resistance of
25,000 ohms, bypassed by a .1-mf. con
denser. This circuit shows a push-pull
audio transformer feeding two type
45 tubes.

*T,HE second detector, audio ampliX fier and power supply systems of
superheterodynes differ little from the
corresponding parts of T.R.F. receivers.
Any of the various detector circuits and
amplifiers may be employed, the par
ticular type of circuit largely depend
ing upon the tubes used.
While there are some slight changes
necessary in superheterodyne operation
as far as the second detector and the
audio amplifier are concerned, the pow
er supply system is identical to that in
other receivers. It simply has to fur
nish sufficient filtered power at the
various voltages required by the tubes.
For this reason only the important
points concerned with the second de
tector and audio amplifier will be dis
cussed. A study of the various com
mercial diagrams in Chapter VIII will
reveal the similarity between these cir
cuits and those of T.R.F. receivers.
The Second Detector
The purpose of the second detector
is to detect the incoming signal present
in the intermediate frequency carrier.
The theory is disclosed in Chapter I.
In the majority of receivers a gridbiased or power detector is used. This
may be a type 27 tube, transformer
coupled to a single stage of push-pull

Combined 2nd Detector and Automatic
Volume Control
In some receivers the second detector
is connected as a diode, and is used to
serve the double purpose of a detector
and automatic volume control, The
plate and the cathode of a type 27 tube
are connected together for operation
in this manner. Rectification takes
place between the grid and cathode.
Because of the high damping of the cir
cuit the I.F. transformer feeding the
detector is not tuned.
This type of circuit is shown in Fig.

Second detector and audio amplifier circuit.
In a later receiver, we might find the 27
tube replaced by a 56 and the 45 tubes
by 2A3s. Similar changes without differ
ence in operation may be included in
Pig. 45 and 46.
34
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46. The signal current, after being rec
tified, passes through the resistors R
and Rl, causing a potential drop across
them which in turn applies a negative
bias to the I.F. amplifier tubes. These
tubes have a fixed bias, R3, whereby
they are adjusted for maximum sensi
tivity. As soon as a signal comes
through, an additional bias is supplied
by the current passing through R and
Rl which tends to reduce the gain in
the I.F. amplifier. The amount of the
reduction in gain is proportional to the
strength of the rectified current in the
detector. This automatically maintains
a somewhat even level of volume from
the loudspeaker.
The manifest difficulty of filtering
a 175 kc. carrier out, while passing
100 cycles (1 kc.) unimpaired to the
audio system, combined with the need
of automatic volume control, and also
the desire to limit the number of
tubes in the receiver, has led to the
recent introduction of the “Wunder
lich” tube (push-pull detector and
triode amplifier in one envelope) and
to tubes which combine a diode de
tector, or a push-pull pair of diode
detectors with an audio triode or pen
tode. The thought in each case is
that the push-pull detector (whether
grid-leak type as in the Wunderlich
tube or diode as in the 66 et. al.) is
self-balanced and produces essentially
no R.F. output—hence removes the
filtering difficulty to a large extent,
even when resistance coupling is used.
At the same time, the D.C. detector
output (rectified R.F.) emerges from
the cathode of the tube and can be
passed through a resistor across which
appears a voltage proportional to this
current (therefore proportional to
the incoming signal’s carrier) hence
suitable for feeding back to the ca
thodes or grids of R.F. and I.F. tubes
for the purpose of A.V.C. (automatic
volume control).
Finally, the audio output emerges
from the plate of the triode or pen
tode section, available for further
amplification. The designer and con
structor have their problems enorm
ously simplified thereby. A typical
circuit is shown in Fig. 46, and com* mercial circuits in later chapters will
show further details.
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FIG. 45
Combined second detector and automatic
volume control.
When such a tube is to be “grafted
into” an existing receiver it must be
remebered that the detector will show
less audio output than was obtained
from a tetrode in the same position,
but will be superior to a triode de
tector. Therefore, consider the sensi
tivity available before changing.
A. V. C. Kinks
In general the addition of A.V.C.
of any type is advisable only in sets
of excellent sensitivity, say with a
sensitivity of better than 20 micro
volts, i.e. less than 20 microvolts of
R.F. signal with 30 per cent modula
tion needed to produce 100 milliwatts
output. The tubes to be controlled
should be of the variable-mu type if
possible, as the ordinary tetrodes
(such as the 24 type) block too easi
ly. If the receiver does not use variable-mu tubes, in at least two sock
ets (R.F. or I.F.) it is better to for
get the idea altogether. It is usually
not advisable to control the mixer
tube or the oscillator, although it is
done in factory-made sets with special
design.
«»
Having picked the I.F. and R.F.
tubes (usually two) to be controlled,
one cuts the lower end of the tuned
circuit loose from chassis as shown in
Fig. 46B and introduces the R.F. fil
ter shown in Fig. 46C. This change
may seriously upset the tuning range,
unless the greatest possible care is
taken to keep the wiring of the same
length as before. Remember to count
the distance through the stopping con
denser, Cl, which should be as com
pact as possible, with a capacity of
not less than .01 mf., preferably of
mica. Resistor R, may be of about

In this diagram, the detector is not push-pull, hence the output must be Altered free of
R.F., especially as resistance coupling to the audio ampllAer is used. Close study -will
show that the 2B7 diode-pentode works as follows: A—the I.F. signals rectiAed by the
diode plates (acting as one) and the cathode, and the resulting D.C. and audio Aow
through the 50,000 ohm resistor and the volume control (about Vk-megohm), as does the
remaining R.F. B—the audio voltage across these resistors is fed, along with the R.F.
voltage, through the volume control slider to the "audio grid”—but the D.C. is stopped by
the 0.1- to 0.5-mf. condenser. C—the audio grid, with the cathode and the plate, make
up an audio ampllAer whose output goes through the 50,000 ohm resistor, thence the audio
Is fed to the audio tube’s grid, but the choke blocks the R.F. D—meanwhile, the D.C.
voltage across the volume control and 50,000 ohm resistor, is in part picked off and fed
back to the R.F. and I.F. grids to be controlled. If the signal increases, so does tne rec
tiAed output of the diode, hence this voltage raises and lowers the ampliAcation in pro
portion, holding level constant. E—Anally, the D.C. plate current of the tube Aows through
the 800 ohm bias resistor of the 2B7 and provides bias as usual. Since the amplified
audio also Aows through this path, a high capacity bypass is provided, because of the
high mu of the tube. Figs. 46B and 46C are explained in the text.

0.2 megohms but is not critical. C2
is merely a good non-inductive by
pass of about 0.2-mf., and the length
of wires to it are not especially im
portant.
Time Constanta
The “time constant” of an A.V.C.
determines the rate at which the sys
tem “takes hold” when the signal
strength changes. If, for instance, R
in Fig. 46C were made several meg
ohms and C3 were 2 “mikes,” we
should find the system always tagging
behind, allowing a strong station to
blast for a minute or more, and fail-

ing for an equally long time to go
down after a weak station.
On the other hand if the system is
too snappy, we may easily get into
the maddening action formerly called
“motorboating” — because it sounds
like that devil’s invention, the un
muffled outboard motor.
General rules are hard to lay down,
but if either of these effects are met,
start changing resistors and conden
sers one at a time, carefully observ
ing results on both tuning and fad
ing each time a change is made, so as
not to spoil the A.V.C. while curing
the motorboating.

CHAPTER 7
Practical Superheterodyne Construction

B

Y this time the reader will feel
weary o f abstract theoretical
considerations and desire to see them
assembled in a workable receiver. For
the sake of simplifying the general
understanding of the subject, we shall,
therefore, first show a perfectly work
able receiver whose design is some
what out of date—but only in the
sense that it does not employ late
economy tricks. Its performance is
high-grade in every way and compares
admirably with the latest. It is in no
sense either cheap or obsolete—but a
sound stra'ghtforward superhetero
dyne, covering the normal broadcast
range of 550-1,500 kc. By way of
confirming this, compare the circuit
with the very high-grade commercial
receiver of Fig. 64. This diagram is
shown in Fig. 47. It includes a single
stage signal frequency amplifier using
a type 35 tube, a type 24 first detector,
a type 27 oscillator, two stage I.F. am
plifier using type 35 tubes, and a type
27 second detector, transformer cou
pled to two type 45 tubes connected
in push-pull. A type 80 rectifier is
used.
All the values are indicated on the
diagram. If the reader cares to em
ploy different tubes he can easily do
so if the proper voltages for the tubes
are applied. This would probably neces
sitate changes in resistor values.
The single control tuning arrange
ment illustrated requires specially cut
condenser plates for the oscillator as
outlined in Chapter IV. If the designer
prefers, a condenser padding arrange
ment also described in Chapter IV, may
be incorporated instead.
In midget set design, where space
is a vital factor, it is possible to drop
some of the tubes from this circuit
and still retain a high degree of se
lectivity and sensitivity. While the
circuit shows nine tubes (counting the

rectifier), it is possible to drop the
signal frequency stage and cut the total
number of tubes to eight. The use of
a single 45 output tube, or preferably
a type 47 pentode, cuts the number
down to seven. Even one of the I.F.
stages may be dropped and the set will
still perform with six tubes. By com
bining the first detector and oscillator
as shown in Fig. 29, the total number
is reduced to five.
The rest of this chapter will be de
voted to the theoretical considerations
in the design of a receiver followed by
actual constructional data of home
built sets. In selecting a set design
the reader is also referred to the chap
ter on commercial superheterodyne cir
cuits, from which source he will obtain
a variety of ideas actually used in com
mercial receivers.
Theoretical Considerations
Three of the most important factors
to be taken into consideration in the
design of a superheterodyne receiver
are:
1. The sensitivity required to ob
tain the required power output from
low signal inputs;
2. The degree of selectivity neces
sary per stage to give a satisfactory
over-all selectivity in the receiver; and
3. Mechanical and cost considera
tions such as chassis size, coil-shield
size, number of tubes, etc.
The logical way to design the set is.
first, to determine the required degree
of sensitivity. If we know the total
overall gain required for a given out
put, we can ascertain the required gain
per stage. We shall have a fair idea
of the grid swings on successive stages
at full power output, which will enable
us to design our circuits for minimum
tube distortion and maximum selectiv
ity and stability. The solution of the
1st factor listed will be a guidepost in
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THE SUPERHETERODYNE BOOK
the determination of factors 2 and 3.
Instead of using the conventional
level of 50 milliwatts output, we shall
use the rated power output of the
tube or tubes as indicated in the vari
ous tables supplied by tube manufac
turers.
If the power tube selected is of the
45 type, the power output will be 1,600
milliwatts at the maximum rated volt
age. This means that if we want a
power output of 1.6 watts (1,600 milli
watts) to be fed into the speaker, the
input signal voltage on the grid of the
45 must not be greater than 50 volts
peak (the value of the grid bias). Any
increase of voltage on the grid will be
the cause of undesirable distortion and,
of course, must be avoided. It is best
to use R.M.S. values in calculating the
various signal voltages, and as the
R.M.S. voltage of 50 V. is .707 X 50
= 35.35 volts, we find that the R.M.S.
value which can be applied to the grid
of the 45 is 35.35 volts.
Most radio sets today feed the audio
output of the detector into the grid of
the power tube by means of resistance
coupling; in this case, the detector will
have to deliver 35.3 volts to the grid
of the output tube.
Figure 48 shows the circuit of a
resistance-capacity
power detector
coupled to the output tube, and we find
that in the case of a screen-grid de
tector and a 45, E3 will be 35.35 R.M.S.
volts. No gain can be expected from
the resistance-capacity unit, so the
voltage at E2 must also be 35.35 volts.
Figs. 49, 50 and 51 show the possible
audio output of three standard tubes
used as second detectors. These curves
show the A.F. output volts (R.M.S.)

3a

X = START OF GRID
CURRENT

So

X

54
z

g 20
g 10

£ o
2

O

«

0 1

of the 24, 27, and 32 tubes plotted
against the R.F. input volts (R.M.S.)
and are very useful in view of the fact
that they give the required operating
potentials for these tubes used as de
tectors and the required R.M.S. values
of the incoming signals to “kick” the
power tube. Figs. 49, 50 and 51 also
show the points where grid current
will start due to overloading of the
grid by the incoming signals.
Referring to Fig. 49, curve B, we
find that a signal of 3.24 (R.M.S.) volts
is necessary on the grid of the 24 de
tector to fulfill the requirements of the
45 for maximum power output. The
signal on the grid should not exceed
4 volts R.M.S. or the grid will draw
current, thus causing distortion. In
the case of the 27, Fig. 50, we find that
it would require an R.F. input of 12
volts to deliver an A.F. output of 13
volts. This tube will not satisfy the
condition of maximum power output
unless a high-primary-inductance A.F.
transformer, with a turns ratio of at
least 3.5 to 1, is used. A bad feature
of such a tube is the fact that grid cur
rent starts to flow at about 12.5 to 13
(R.M.S.) R.F. volts. Under all conX - START OF GRID
J__ i— CURRENT
■Xf^prC

"7

B

*24 TUBES
" CURVE-A CURVE-8
Eb'lflOV Eb - 180 V.
ESG- 45V. ESG.-75V.
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Fig. 48. Elementary circuit of power de
tector and output tube.
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Fig. 49, left. Curves showing the possible gain that may be expected from a 24 tube.
Fig. 50, center. The same curves as in Fig. 49, only for a 27.
Fig. 51, right. Same as for Figs. 49 and 50 but for a 32.
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ditions, it is advisable to work the tube
at some value below that which causes
the flow of grid current.
It it is desired to use a type 47 pen
tode as the output tube with a screengrid second detector, we find that an
R.F. signal input of less than 2 volts

I§ sit
O

T

RF2
aj.A0------

OET.l

I F. I
11+

I.F.2
■**. 11+

OET.2
AUDIO OUTPUT.

O “tl

a a
© o

I

RF.I
- 40-

more stages of conventional T.R.F.
ahead of the modulator tube (first de
tector), it is not absolutely necessary
that the entire burden of amplification
be borne by the I.F. amplifier. If
there are two stages of T.R.F. ahead
of the first detector, then there will be

T

ei = .oooc2-v.

Fig. 42.

E2- .oooav

E3-0.032 V.

E 4 • 0.032-V.

ES - O.S52-V.

E6- 4.0V.

Elementary circuit showing the various voltages developed at each stage.

will be sufficient to deliver a power
output of 2.5 watts.
If push-pull circuits are used in the
output stages, the A.F. signal voltages
will have to be doubled and, as the out
put of the detector cannot be increased
without severe distortion, it is neces
sary to add an additional A.F. stage
or high ratio transformer so as not to
overload the detector.
Calculation of Gain
Having determined the minimum
R.F. voltages which must be supplied
to the grid of the detector to deliver
the maximum power output, we are in
a position to determine the total gain
which must be obtained from the I.F.
amplifier.
Modern radio receivers of the super
heterodyne type have an input sensi
tivity of less than 5 microvolts per
meter and, with the standard height of
the antenna set at 4 meters, we find
that the absolute sensitivity will be
about 20 microvolts (a microvolt be
ing one-millionth of a volt). Thus, if
we desire a receiver that will deliver
about 4 volts of R.F. signal to the de
tector from an input signal of 20 micro
volts, the total voltage gain of the am
plifier will be
R.M.S. volts on grid of detector
R.M.S. volts input from antenna
4 volts
or
r= 200,000 gain
.000020 volt
As a certain amount of amplification
can be, and is, obtained by one or

a voltage gain of about 1500 (assuming
a gain of about 40 V. per stage)
which must be considered in designing
the I.F. amplifier. The reader will re
cognize the necessity of using preamplification before the modulator as
this phase has been covered in another
chapter.
Now let us see just what the final
figures will be with the added gain ob
tained in the pre-amplifier.
If the input of the receiver is .00002volt and the pre-amplifier has a gain
of 1,500, then the input to the first I.F.
transformer will be .00002 X 1500 or
.03 V. The 4 V. required by the
detector, divided by the .03 V. input
to the I.F. amplifier, will then be the
voltage gain required by the I.F. am
plifier, which is 133.3 V.
As it will be impossible to obtain a
gain of 133.3 in a single intermediate
stage, it will be necessary to use two
stages working at a gain of about 65,
or three working at 44 per stage.
In the example cited above, the am
plification due to heterodyning is ig
nored, as various conditions develop
which cause the gain of this portion
of the circuit to vary over wide ranges.
The sensitivity and output will be af
fected by the strength of the received
signal, by the power output of the local
oscillator, and by any change in oper
ating potentials which may take place
as the receiver is functioning. Hetero
dyning, however, will cause an increase
in gain and give greater sensitivity
than these calculations will indicate.
The check for the correctness of the
calculations can be made by multiply-
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Circuit of a homemade midget superheterodyne designed by Mr. H. G. Cisln.

ing the gain in the pre-modulator
by the gain in the I.F. amplifier; thus
1,500 X 133.3 gives a value of 199,950.
Figure 52 shows a skeleton circuit
with the voltages developed in the
various circuits. Two stages of I.F.
amplification are shown and, as each
stage is not working at the maximum
possible gain, the I.F. amplifier will
be very stable.
If an actual condition exists where
the gains and voltages are measured
and found to be as indicated in Fig. 52,
the volume control on the pre-amplifier
end of the receiver will be full and the
gain on the I.F. amplifier cut away
down.
If the signal frequency amplifier is
limited to one stage, it will be neces
sary to increase the gain of the I.F.
amplifier if the same level of sensitivity
is to be maintained.
Building an A.C. Midget Super-Het.
The following instructions are pre
pared from a set designed and built by
H. G. Cisin and represents a typical
circuit for a home-built midget super
heterodyne. This is an eight tube set
(including the rectifier), employing
screen-grid tubes, band selector tuning
and other interesting features of de
sign. The complete data are given in
the various illustrations, Figs. 63 to 58
inclusive, and the list of parts. It will
be noted that single dial tuning is em
ployed without the usual form of os
cillator condenser padding,
If the
builder does not use the particular
condensers specified he may use other

makes with the usual padding as out
lined in Chapter IV.
First, the aluminum sheet should be
drilled for socket holes, mounting holes,
etc. It is then folded so as to form a
chassis of the required dimensions, Fig.
56. The eight sockets are mounted
first. Wafer type sockets mounted
from underneath are recommended. The
two condenser blocks are mounted, then
the midget condensers (7) and '35)
and the by-pass condenser (38). The
resistors (45) and (51) are mounted in
an upright position. The Super-Tonatrol (18) is mounted on the front chas
sis wall. Next the two midget conden
sers (8) and (36A) are mounted in the
positions indicated. The three pairs of
intermediate coils are mounted on the
three duplex condensers and the three
units are then fastened in position as
shown. The various small parts, such
as the R.F. choke (36), the wire grid
resistors (12, 17, 24), the “V” resistor
(51 A), and the five metallized resis-

Fla. 64.

Layout of the midget auper-het.

BOOK

Fig. 55, left; view under
neath the chassis.
Fig. 56, right; dimensions
of metal chassis.
Fig. 57, below; front view
of chassis.
CHASSIS DETAILS
A C. MIDGET SUPER-HET

/50

FRONT VIEW OF CHASSIS
A.C.MIDGET
SUPER-HET

tors, are soldered in place during the
process of wiring. In order to facili
tate the wiring, the transformer (39)
and the special coil (3-A-B-C-D-E) are
mounted after wiring in most of the
other parts.
Before starting the wiring, the chas
sis is turned right side up and the
three-gang variable condenser (4, 5, 6)
is mounted at the front center. The
power supply transformer (50) and
also the seven binding posts are then
mounted. The power switch (53) and
the amperite (52) are wired in first and
then all the filament circuits. All pairs
of filament wires should be twisted.
The grid circuits are wired next. Note
that the double grid connections are
made at the socket terminals. Flexible
connectors terminating in clips are
used for making the connections to the
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COIL

for the midget
super-hot.

caps of the screen-grid tubes. The flex
ible connection going to the cap of
tube (11) should be fastened directly
to the stator of the variable condenser
(5). The other three flexible connec
tions from the trimmers are brought
up to the caps of the screen-grid tubes
through small holes drilled in the
chassis. Plate circuit wiring follows,
then the wiring of the cathode circuits,
negative returns and by-pass conden
sers. Finally, the antenna circuit,
band selector and power supply wiring
is completed. Connections are brought
up to the power supply transformer and
the variable three-gang condenser
through small holes drilled in the alum
inum chassis. All other wiring is con
cealed beneath the chassis deck.
In wiring the transformer (39), Only
the secondary is used. The special coil
(3) is wound on a composition form
1% ins. in diameter using No. 28
enameled wire.
The finished coils
mount underneath the chassis, direct
ly under the variable gang condenser.
After the coil is wired in and all wir
ing has been checked the speaker should
be connected to the set, aerial and
ground connections made, tubes insert
ed and the line plug connected to the
110 V. A.C. outlet.
The first step in adjusting the re
ceiver is to regulate the trimmers to
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about % of their maximum capacities.
Next, turn the tuning dial, with the
volume control on full, until a broad
cast station is heard. The R.F. choke
(36) should be turned to the same fre
quency as the intermediates, by ad
justing condenser (36A). Then adjust
condenser (8) so that the oscillator
tuning tracks with the band-pass tun
ing condenser. If the oscillator does
not track the intermediate tuning con
densers should be adjusted to a higher
or lower frequency. The use of a
standard test oscillator will speed up
the work of adjustment.

Mf&srv.

List of Parts Used in the A.C.
Midget Super-Het.
1—.350 mmf. (each section) Cardwell
Triple Variable Condenser, type
317-C (4, 5, 6)
3—400-ohm Electrad Wire Grid Resis
tors (12, 17, 24)
1—Electrad Super-Tonatrol, No. 3 (18)
1—Electrad Fixed Resistor, type B-8
(61)
1—Electrad Fixed Resistor, type B-260
(45)
1—Electrad, type V-20 Center-tap Re
sistor (61A)
3—DeJur-Amsco small duplex Varitors,
type 341 (13-16) (20-22) (25-27)
2—DeJur-Amsco single Varitors, type
X-71-A (8, 36A)
2—.001-mf. Aerovox mica type 1460
(7,35)
1—.1-mf. Aerovox Condenser, (38)
1—Aerovox Condenser Block, type B-4
(19, 29, 30, 34, 54) each 1-mf.
2—Aerovox Electrolytics G-5-8 (Two
4 mf. units in parallel—46) (2 mf.
—49)
1—2000-ohm I.R.C. (Durham) Metal
lized Resistor Powerohm, type
MF-4 (10)
1—6,000-ohm I.R.C. (Durham) Metal
lized Resistor, type MF-4 (31)
1—10,000-ohm I.R.C. (Durham) Metal
lized Resistor, type MF-4 (33)
1—16,000-ohm I.R.C. (Durham) Metal
lized Resistor, type MF-4 (28)
1—250,000-ohm I.R.C. (Durham) Met
allized Resistor, type MF-4 (37)
1—Amperite Line Voltage Control,
type 8-A-5 (52)
1—Special Coil, Wound according to
directions—Antenna Primary (3A);
Antenna Secondary (3B); Band Pass
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Secondary (30; Oscillator Grid
Coil (3D); Oscillator Plate Coil (3E)
3—Pairs Find-All
(14A-14B) (21A-21B) (26A-26B)
1—Trutest R.F. Long-Wave Choke (36)
1—.Trutest Power Supply Transformer
for furnishing Plate and Filament
Voltages (60)
6—UY-type 6-prong Sockets (9,
16,
23, 32)
3—UX-type Sockets (40, 41, 63)
1—Special Amperite Socket, or 1- or
dinary UX-type Socket (62)
1—27-type Tube (9)
INPUT CCIlS ( 2 FOR EACH RANGE;
LI OR113 (WHO OVER___ f- 1
OTHER wmo ING WrTH ONE LAYER.
or OILED SILK
I*----- *-----'I
jli'Ui.'ll! •' J

4—24-type Screen-Grid Tubes (11, 16,
23, 32)
2—45-type Power Tubes (40, 41)
1—80-type Full-Wave Rectifier Tube
(55)
7—Binding Posts (1, 2, 42, 43, 44, 47,
48)
1—Aluminum Sheet, 18 to 20 gauge, 17
x 19 ins., cut and bent so as to
form a chassis 10 x 12 x 3% ins.
high.
1—High-Grade Input Push-Pull Audio
Transformer, Using Secondary Only
(39)
1—Power Switch, toggle type (53)
1—R o 1 a
Midget
Electro-dynamic
Speaker Model K-6—equipped with
Push-Pull Voice Coil Transformer
(40-75 volts)
AN ALL-WAVE SUPER
HETERODYNE

L 2 OR L4

OSC. COILS ( 1 FOR EACH RANGE;

35 mmf

jumper.

shunt

TRIMMER (ACROSS
L2 OR L4
FIXED MICA
(MAKE UP WHEN
needed;
. VARIABLE, RART
OFC5
STIFF WIRE*
CONNECTION
TO L5

Coil

details

(see

Ito’MOLe ^
FOR BAKE LITE
SCREWDRIVER.

for

the

fig.

61;

FIG. 60

circuit

of

Fig.

69.

COIL DATA
INPUT COILS
RANGE
IN METERS

Ll*L3

L2 V L4

5

10-20

3«/2

20-40

8

12

40-80

16

25

60-160

32 *

160-320
275-550
NOTE: 2

60 «
60 «

50
too, NS.36
ONE
LAVER
170. NS. 36
-SCRAMBLE
WOUND"

We will now go to a more recent
type of receiver, which at the same
time gives good performance at shortwaves, by virtue of plug-in coils. It
is thoroughly realized that switching
has mechanical advantages, but the
difficulties of getting good perform
ance with switching are not to be ig
nored, and the home builder will, as a
rule, do far better with plug-in coils,
where each range can be attacked as
a wholly separate problem, not inter
locking with other bands.
The general nature of the circuit
is shown by Fig. 57. By reason of its
tuned input coil and its stage of vaFOR FIG. 59

NOTES
ALL LI a L3 COILS
SPACED TO BE
1INCH LONG.
ALL L2 * L4 COILS
SPACEO TO BE
l '/2 INCH LONG.
ALL.LS COILS SPAC
EO TO BE HA IN. LONG
ALL L6 COILS SPAC
EO 5/a IN. CONG.
WIRE
N9.24Q.S.C. FOR
L2.L4.L5.
N2. 36 D.S.C. FOR
Li.L3.L6

OSCILLATOR COILS
L5
5

L6

3

11

5 Vk

22

11

45

22

90. NS.36,
ONE
LAVER

153. NS.36

'SCRAMBLE
WOUND*

46

80

C5 (SEE NOTE
2 below;
NONE, CONNECT
STRAIGHT THROUGH
.002- FIXED
.OOl-MF MICA IN
PAR. WITH ISO—*
VARIABLE.
n
300MMF. MICA IN
PAR. WITH ISO—IE
MF. VARIABLE
it

THIS IS THE SERIES TRIMMER. BETWEEN L5 A NO THE 100' MMF CONOENSER
IT MOUNTS IN THE COIL AS IN FIG. 60.
« • ANT. SERIES CAPACITOR NOT OVER SO MMF.
FIG. 61
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riable-mu R.F. amplification followed
by a tuned detector input, this re
ceiver is relatively quieter and more
free from image interference than are
those primitive sets which use no R.F.
stage at all, or else use a “coupling
stage” with resistance input. The in
put circuit is ordinarily thought to be
difficult to “track” because of varia
tions due to assorted antennas, but
is here avoided by use of the spec
ial antenna winding due to Dana
Bacon, and introduced in National’s
“FB-7” receiver. In this winding, the
terminals are reversed, putting the
antenna end of the primary near the
ground end of the secondary, where
capacity differences are ineffectual.
The top end, which could have an ef
fect, is grounded and has a constant
capacity effect, regardless of the an
tenna.
The rest of the set is tolerably or
thodox. The mixer is of the pentagrid-converter type already described,
that is it consists of a mixer fed by
L4, which is electron-coupled to the
oscillator working with coils L5 and
L6, the combined output being in turn
electron-coupled to the plate which
feeds the I.F. transformer L7, L8.
Since only a single I.F. stage is
needed and used, all windings of both
I.F. transformers are tuned, the fre
quency being chosen as described
hereafter. The I.F. output is fed to
the diode-pentode second detector and
A.V.C. tube, whose operation has al
ready been described. The D.C. out
put of this tube provides A.V.C. for
the R.F. and I.F. tubes as previously
described, while the audio output is
fed through a resistance coupling to
the first A.F. tube, a triode suited to
headset reception when desired. With
the headset plug withdrawn, its out
put is fed to the 59 triode, which is
suited to loudspeaker driving.
If
connected as shown, a magnetic
speaker may be put into the plate cir
cuit, preferably through a condenser
and choke coupling device. However,
the fidelity of the system is ample
to deserve a good dynamic speaker,
for which must be provided a trans
former suited to both the speaker and
the 69 tube—remembering that the
59 is connected as a triode here. If,

for any reason, anyone imagines that
more audio gain or output is needed,
it may be attained at some sacrifice
of fidelity by connecting the 69 as a
pentode, (see maker’s tube data), at
the same time changing the output
transformer to provide suitable im
pedance matching also replacing the
cathode bias resistor by one of 500
ohms, and using a bypass of at least
12 mf., low-voltage dry electrolytic.
Tracking
It is reasonably clear that differen
ces between individual coils in the
T.R.F. circuits (L2 and L4) will re
quire that the trimmer condensers be
set differently for each coil. There
fore, they must be attached to the
coils and be removable with them. In
fact, they are ordinary “screwdriver
type” condensers of about 20 mmf.
maximum capacity placed inside the
coil forms which carry them, as in
Fig. 60.
To avoid special oscillator tuning
condensers, we use the scheme of Fig.
32, slightly modified to avoid an ex
tra plug-contact. The dimensions of
the coils are shown in Fig. 61.
The I.F. transformers are perfectly
normal ones of a design intended to
operate near 450 kc. Both primary
and secondary of both transformers
should be tunable as shown. It is
strongly recommended that these be
purchased ready made, with shields.
While on this subject of shielding,
it is well to mention that the coils
L1-L2 and L3-L4 must plug into sock
ets which are separated by good
shielding; the best (though most in
convenient) form being to place a
COIL BASE
L2 OR

° as
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metal cylinder of about 3 in. diam
eter and 4 in. tall around each socket.
The screen-grid tubes, in fact all the
tubes except the A.F. and rectifier
tubes, should also have the customary
metal shields. The chassis must, of
course, be metallic, and the customary
precautions must be taken to screen
the detector and audio tubes from
transformer vibrations, or stray mag
netic fields from the transformer or
chokes of the supply system. Leav
ing them loose until everything else
is done and then juggling their rela
tive positions is helpful.
Power Supply
The filter capacities may be larger
than shown, anything up to 10 mf.
each is an improvement. If a dynamic
speaker is to be used, choose a type
with a 6000 to 7500 ohm field and
connect this across the second filter
condenser, at the points Z,Z.
Under no circumstances use a mer
cury-type rectifier tube. The 80 and
the 5Z3 are the best types to date.
Mechanical Features
No one thing has been the cause
of so many short-wave failures as a
bad tuning drive. The writer, in all
seriousness, is of the opinion that
only the “string drive” and the Na
tional triple-pinch (Model A and N
“Velvet Vernier”) are altogether up
to the job. If any unevenness what
ever can be felt—throw it out! The
vernier ratio need not be more than
5/1 if it is smooth—but a rough
one can be 200/1 and still be hard
to adjust.
The tuning condenser
should be a 3-gang type with a per-

section capacity of about 150 mmf.
If such a gang cannot be had, do
not tolerate a flimsy makeshift—
least of all one with a sectional shaft.
Instead, use a stout, thoroughly
shielded, broadcast type and remove
about % of the _plates from either
the stator or the rotor (not both) of
each section, treating all sections
alike and bending nothing.
Adjustment
Having set up and found that with
out tubes approximately normal volt
ages appear everywhere, put in the
tubes, run up the volume control and,
with the 200-400 meter coils in place,
trim the R.F. circuits
(trimmers
across L2 and L4); then the 4 I.F.
trimmers, working for maximum
background noise. The tendency will
be for the A.V.C. to allow strong
noise as long as no signal is tuned
in, hence do this in the daytime, near
the lower end of the tuning range
and tuned off of any broadcasting
station. In the case of the oscilla
tor, start with C4 set about half way
out and trim with C5 only. Now
swing to the 400 meter end of this
tuning range and re-trim the oscilla
tor with the aid of C4, also checking
the adjustments of the trimmers
across L2 and L4. If they have to
be moved, leave them halfway be
tween the second and first settings.
Now tune in a signal, one that will
“stay put” and try first a 50 foot an
tenna, then a 10 foot one. If the
A.V.C. is working properly and the
signal is fairly strong, there will not
be a great deal of difference. If
there is—check over detail by detail
to find the error. Especially check
back to see if the socket connections
are as shown in Figs. 62 and 63;
since a surprising amount of fair re
ception is possible with one coil quite
incorrectly connected.
If something seems not to be work
ing, try localizing it as follows: re
move the R.F. and mixer-oscillator
tubes. You now have simply a long
wave receiver. Connect an antenna
to the plate prong of the 2A7 socket
and see if the receiver sounds “alive”
in this way, also retrim the I.F.
against noise in this way.

CHAPTER 8
Commercial Superheterodyne Circuits
A

chapter such as this is behind the
times as soon as printed. The in
tention, therefore, is not so much to
show the very latest as it is to show
circuits that are absolutely sound,
free from anything freakish, and re
presentative of several general types
likely to be with us for some time.
Bosch Model 250 and 251
The Bosch model 250, (Fig. 64)
besides being an excellent example of
a straightforward superheterodyne,
illustrates several practices not yet
mentioned.
1—It shows the use of a heater
triode as a diode-triode detector and
A.V.C. tube.
2—It shows the tendency for the
better sets to give up the audio pen
tode and return to the distortionless
push-pull triode with a first A.F.
stage.
3—A tuning meter or resonanceindicator is illustrated. In this case,
it is in the cathode return of the
R.F. and first I.F. tubes, the maximum
change in meter reading obviously in

meter, a highly effective A.V.C. set
is frequently mis-tuned, thus missing
the quiet reception that is possible
with such a set when “on the nose.”
4—An excellent example is given
of the de-coupling of the various
stages by taking their plate supplies
off from different parts of the filter,
also by using decoupler resistors,
such as the one in the lead to the
audio driver plate.
5—The use of dual speakers is il
lustrated, also the method of exciting
their fields with the least possible in
terlocking.
6—A type of tone control is shown,
which not merely cuts down the high
notes, but also lifts the lows.
7—A dual-tuned input circuit which
is easily aligned is shown.
8—An oscillator of the Colpitts
type is used.
A number of the features incoiv
porated in this receiver are attain
able in other ways, which have al
ready been described, or which are

The circuit diagram of the Bosch model 250 receiver demonstrating A.V.C. and
indicator.
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The A.C.-D.C. principle of operation is illustrated by the RCA-Victor model R-22 set.

The Victor R-22 Universal A.C.-D.C.
Receiver
Quite a different sort of receiver .
is the recently developed “universal”
sort which may be operated from
either a D.C. or A.C. line at will,
and are without transformers in the
power supply system. These sets are
based on indirectly heated tubes
drawing 300 ma. at 6.3 V., all the
heaters in the set being wired in
series. Not the least important tube
in the set is a rectifier of the same
filament demand, although at higher
voltage. This rectifier has two in
sulated cathodes and two plates, so
that it can be used as a 4-terminal or
“bridge” type of rectifier; approxi
mately doubling the input voltage,
less resistance drop. Thus 110 V.
A.C. fed into the device will emerge
as something like 160 V. after all
losses are accounted for. When work
ing on D.C., the rectifier tube be
comes needless and if left in wastes
valuable voltage—of which there is
little enough anyway. In the Victor
receiver shown in Fig. 65 it is, there
fore, switched out in part. In other
sets of this general sort, the 25Z5
is used as two half-wave rectifiers,
one of which feeds the tubes and the
other feeds the speaker field. When
used on D.C., these things stay where
they were and merely lower the volt
age slightly. Thus the scheme shown
in the diagram may supply 150 or
160 V. with A.C. line feed, dropping
to perhaps 90 with a D.C. line, while
the other scheme just mentioned will

show perhaps 98 and 108 respective
ly, the output tube being considered
both times. Obviously one type per
forms more nearly the same, but one
can object that it is always handi
capped, while the switching type at
least has a chance, on A.C.
Referring to the diagram of Fig.
65 will show that there is no novelty
in the scheme once one has become
accustomed to the abnormal power
supply. Otherwise, it is an orthodox
superheterodyne.
The National FB-7 and AGS
Short-wave Receivers
To break the monotony we now go
outright to a pure short-wave re
ceiver, intended for nothing else, and
in fact so designed that it cannot be
conveniently adapted to 550-1,500 kc.
use. This is the National “FB-7” re
ceiver, a diagram of which appears as
Fig. 66.
The principle points of interest
here are the two electron-coupled os
cillators, one of which performs the
usual function of a superheterodyne
oscillator
frequency conversion,
while the second performs the job of
making a carrier audible as a whistle
by beating with it in the 2nd de
tector—which after all is merely an
other heterodyne frequency conver
sion of 1000 cycles—i.e. 1 kc.
It should be observed that this os
cillator can be readily cut off; also
that the receiver has another switch
(SW. 2) for the purpose of cutting
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The National FB-7 receiver Is exclusively for short waves. The wiring is shown here.

off the plate supply during transmis
sion, so as to avoid noise.
The connections of the tuning and
trimming condensers in the an
tenna and oscillator coils are seen to
be unusual. This is for the purpose
of “bandspreading” as has been dis
cussed in an earlier chapter. How
ever, the coils are provided with bases
having enough prongs so that all ter
minals come out, hence it is possible
to plug in coils having the tuning
condenser connected across the whole
winding in the usual way. This ex
pedient makes the receiver both a
continuous range and a bandspread
device.
In this case, the receiver is not
equipped with an R.F. stage or a pre
selector, but, (in a more ambitious
form known as the “AGS”) it has
both of these things. The three plug
in coils thus made necessary are in
serted as a unit. This set also has
A.V.C.
General Electric K-80 Series
Quite another sort of receiver, in
tended for a different purpose is the
General Electric K-80, a diagram of
which appears in Fig. 67. Unlike the
AGS and FB7 receiver it is not in
tended for the use of a transmitting
operator, but primarily for broadcast
listening, at standard as well as short
waves—and in the export form for
long waves in addition.
Almost automatically, it is based on
an I.F. near 460 kc., but it differs
in every important way from most

receivers at present available for the
same purpose. There has been a per
fectly unaccountable tendency to
build receivers which use stages of
R.F. pre-amplification, and fewer tun
ed circuits at short waves than at
standard waves. Since noise, image
interference, and relative amplifica
tion all demand the exact opposite
of this, it is pleasing to see that in
the K-80, the R.F. stage used in the
broadcast range is not merely re
tained, but is supplemented by an
other extra stage—a tuned one—in
the shortest waveband. This is a long
step ahead, and greatly improves re
ception.
In other words, the set conforms
with things already said, and there is
no need of repetition. The constants
largely appear on the diagram.
The Stromberg-Carlson No. 33
Automobile Receiver
The Stromberg-Carlson automobile
radio receiver is diagrammed in Fig.
68, not only to show a set of this class,
but also to illustrate another use of
the 6A7 and 6B7 tubes—which differ
from 2A7 and 2B7 only in filament
voltage and current. We have here the
6A7 acting as a pentagrid converter,
feeding an I.F. transformer as usual.
However, there is no I.F. tetrode as
usual. Instead of I.F. is fed at once
into the pentode part of the 6B7 and
by it is amplified at the same frequen
cy, then detected by the two diode sec
tions—the reverse of the examples
shown before. There is another differ-
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ence, the two diodes work separately,
the output of one being used to feed
the audio amplifier, while the other
diode has the audio and I.F. filtered out
and “wasted,” only the varying D.C.
being used—of course, for A.V.C. pur
poses. We are not yet finished with the
differences between this and ordinary
circuits; the A.V.C. control applies not
only to the single R.F. stage but also
to the 6A7 converter and to a lesser
degree to the 6B7 itself.
The plate supply has intentionally
been omitted, as it is a rather conven
tional vibrating pole changer plus fil
ter, the main point of interest being
a relay which throws a load across the
filter until the tubes heat up and take
enough power to prevent excessive
voltages.
The Howard Model 45 Receiver
Dropping back again to simpler tube
types, there is shown in Fig. 69 a re
ceiver which illustrates clearly a
scheme of A.V.C. that can, with care,
be added to most receivers having good
gain. It must be understood that a
type 51 tube is the same as a 35, and
that either can in this diagram be re
placed by a 78 without important con
sequences. Similarly the 27 may be re
placed by a 56 and the 47 by a 2A5,
although the last change makes an un
important change in the biasing meth
od, which is obvious.
The values of the components of this
receiver chassis, Fig. 69, are as follows:
Resistors Rl, R3, R5, 1/5-meg. (%watt); R2, R6, 600 ohms (1/5-watt);
R4, 6,000 ohms (V&-watt); R7, 30,000
ohms; R8, volume control, %-meg.; R9,
%-meg.; R10, 3,000 ohms; Rll, 2,000
ohms; R12, R13, .15-meg. (Vfe-watt);
R14, 2 megs.; R16-R16-R17-R18-R19,
voltage divider, 9,900 ohms; R20,
R21,10 ohms (center-tapped); R22, 200
ohms.
Condensers C4, C5, C6, C7, I.F. trim3 C9, CIO, C16, C16, 0.1-mf.;
mrof-: C12, ,001-mf.i C17,
ni8,
C19> C23, 0.6-mf.; C21,
(420 v^Its)^(^O^olts).111''

its

re-

that the type 27 control tube

V9 be a selected one, with a definite
plate current cut-off when tested at
180 V. plate and 20 V. bias on the grid.
This cut-off should be less than 5 micro
amperes. If there is no means avail
able for checking the tube (in the form
of a special tube tester), an immediate
check for tube performance can be ob
tained in the set itself.
For instance, disconnect the antenna
and short-circuit the aerial lead, leav
ing the control tube out of the socket,
and note the swing of the tuning meter.
Then insert the tube in the socket and
if it is a good A.V.C. tube, there should
be no change in the position of the
pointer on the tuning meter. If there
is a change in the position of the tuning
meter pointer, namely, a swing toward
the right, it is an indication that the
A.V.C. tube does not have a definite
plate cut-off instead, it is drawing plate
current and as a result the bias voltage
on the regular R.F. and I.F. tubes has
been raised, with the consequent cut
ting down in plate current.
The automatic volume control func
tions in holding the second-detector in
put voltage at a definite level, a system
which is different from that in other
receivers. A reduction of back-ground
noises, between stations, will be noted.
The A.V.C. tube is so connected by
means of a 2 meg. resistor, R14,
that the grid is at absolute “B—” po
tential. The cathode of the tube is con
nected to a point on the voltage divider
which is at 24 V. positive, with re
spect to “B—” or the grid. There then
exists between the cathode and the
grid a potential difference of 24 V.
with the grid negative by this amount.
The plate ofthis tube connects to
ground by means of two .15-meg.
resistors, R12-R13. Since ground is
connected to 124 V., positive (with
respect to “B—”), there exists between
the cathode and the plate a potential
difference of 100 V.
In order to
bypass any R.F. energy which may ap
pear on the plate, a non-inductive con
denser C22 is connected from the plate
of the A.V.C. tube to the cathode.
With the condition of no-signal there
exists a bias of 24 V. and a plate
potential of 100 V.
Under these
conditions, there is no plate current
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nected to a resistor in the plate circuit
of the A.V.C. tube, that any potential
existing across this resistor is added to
the original bias and makes the grids
more negative than the original bias by
the amount of the voltage drop across
the resistor in the A.V.C. tube plate.
It is at once apparent that the great
er the signal voltage appearing at the
grid of the A.V.C. tube, the more plate
current will flow in the plate circuit:
an increase in plate current means an
increase in bias on the R.F., first-de
tector, and I.F. tubes; an increased bias
on these tubes means less amplification
and, therefore, less grid swing on the
second-detector and A.V.C. tube. This
cycle goes on until a constant voltage
is obtained across the second-detector
input, or, in other words, until a con
dition of equilibrium is reached.
Since R8 is located where the tone
control is normally connected, it was
necessary to relocate the tone con
trol, C13-R9-C14. As less resistance is
included between the two condensers,
they become more effective in bypass
ing the higher audio frequencies; at
the same time, they resonate the prim
ary of T2 to a lower audio frequency.

flowing and the tube is said to be ad
justed to cut-off. Since no plate cur
rent is flowing, there exists no voltage
drop across the plate circuit resistors
and, therefore, there is no bias voltage
on the grids of the controlled tubes.
The only bias on the R.F., first detector,
and I.F. is caused by the respective
voltage drops across their cathode re
sistors. These resistors are designed
to give the most sensitive operating
poinit.
In the case of a received signal, en
ergy passes through the receiver to
the second-detector grid. Here the
A.V.C. (automatic volume control) tube
grid, and the second-detector grid, are
in parallel. The signal voltage is fed
to the grid of the A.V.C. tube through
a small fixed condenser, Cll.
It will be seen that during the posi
tive half of the incoming cycle, the
peak voltage of the signal swing sub
tracts from the original bias voltage;
which means that the instantaneous
bias on the tube is less than the orig
inal bias and the tube begins to draw
current in its plate circuit. Since this
current flows in the resistors in the
plate circuit o’f the A.V.C. tube, there
exists a voltage drop across these re
sistors; also, the flow of the electrons
is from plate to ground so that the
plate becomes negative with respect to
ground. Now, since the original po
tential of the cathode of the R.F., firstdetector, and I.F. tubes is positive with
respect to ground, it follows that if the
grids of the respective tubes are con-

A 1-tube Converter
To complete our gallery of types
we may as well show a so-called “con
verter”; that is, a device to be applied
to the input end of a normal broad
cast receiver so that the combination
will then become a short-wave super-
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heterodyne. This is admittedly a type
of apparatus which is historical rather
than current; being now largely replaced by outright short-wave or com
bination superheterodynes. Commer
cial development has accordingly tend
ed to stop in this field and the latest
tubes do not appear in most of the
available types. For this reason, the
circuit shown here is not a commercial
type at all, but an adaption of such
type to a later tube.
The user of a converter does not have
certain advantages which are available
to the factory designer of a complete
multi-range receiver. Therefore, it is
somewhat advisable for him to attach
a converter to a receiver which is un
likely to complicate the operation by
introducing whistles. This is another
way of saying that the converter will
ordinarily live more peacefully with
a T.R.F. receiver than with a super
heterodyne, since in the latter case we
shall have two oscillators (the one in
the converter and the one in the re
ceiver) with a virtual certainty that
they or their harmonics will engage
in controversies. Of course T.R.F. re
ceivers are gradually being pushed in
to the background because of their
lesser performance on a dollar basis, so
that the converter and the T.R.F. set
may disappear into the past at about
the same time. Meanwhile, one of them
may be made very simply into a quite
acceptable sh >rt-wave superheterodyne
by attaching to it such a converter as
here shown (Fig. 70).
No power supply has been shown,
since the drain is small and may usual
ly be “borrowed” from the power sup
ply of the receiver with which the con
verter is used. Should this supply be
at other voltages than those listed,
some changes may be necessary. If
the plate voltage is below 180 V. os
cillation may be uncertain. If so, de
crease the cathode R (150 ohms at 150
volts) and also try increasing turns
in L7 and L8. Voltages below 150 are
unsatisfactory, and 250 V. are recom
mended. At this voltage the screengrid may be fed from the plate supply
through a simple voltage divider;
ground the screen-grid through a
50,000 ohm resistor and connect to
“plus 250” through 35,000 ohms.

The circuit can be made from stand
ard parts, of v/hich only two need mod
ification. The two-gang tuning con
denser must have trimmers, and its
capacity per section should be slightly
above 200 mmf. Use a broadcastrange 2-gang condenser and remove
about 1/3 of the plates from either the
rotors of both sections or the stators
of both sections. It is needless to take
out both rotor and stator plates.
Since double-tuned 900 kc. transform
ers are not usually available, obtain a
175 kc. (or other frequency below 900
kc.) type which has double tuning and
modify it as follows. First set up the
broadcast receiver which is to be used
and tune in a station at 900 kc., or not
over a channel or so on either side. If
a good station isn’t available, set up
some sort of a simple oscillator with
A.C. plate supply and tune to that—
but set it at 900 kc. first, by compari
son. Next, connect up the converter
complete except that L7 and L8 are
temporarily short-circuited to prevent
oscillation and the connection is taken
off the top (control-grid) cap of the
tube. Now connect this cap to a short
antenna, and also ground it to the chas
sis through a resistor—value not im
portant, *but somewhere between .1and 2. megohms. We now have an R.F.
stage with an untuned input, coupled
to the receiver through our I.F. trans
former. Probably neither our 900 kc.
station nor our 900 kc. oscillator can
be heard since the I.F. transformer is
still away off tune. Now by slow stages
10
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remove turns from both windings of
the I.P. transformer until it is possible
to tune in the 900 kc. signal (station
or our temporary A.C.-plate oscillator)
with the I.F. trimmer condensers set
most of the way out. While the range
of the condensers in I.F. transformers
varies, it will always be necessary to
remove at least % of the turns to get
to 900 kc.—usually much more. In
some receivers best response is had by
removing the original antenna coup
ling transformer and connecting the
secondary of the I.F. transformer be
tween the control-grid and chassis.
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Finally connect everything per the dia
gram and proceed with short-wave re
ception.
In all of these maneuvers the receiver
itself must stay at 900 kc.
The Coils
Though both on 1 in. forms, the os
cillator and tickler coils must not be
on the same piece of tubing. Place
them to minimize coupling; let the
pentagrid tube attend to the coupling
—but keep the leads short.
The windings are as follows; all close
single layers.

Range in meters

Input coils used
(spaced %-in. apart on
tube)

oscillator coils used
(spaced ^4-in. apart on
tube)

Switch on 1
16 to 38

Ll-5% T. No. 28 D.S.C.

L4-6 T. No. 28 D.S.C.

Switch on 2
35 to 90

above plus L2
which is
13 T. No. 28 Enam.

above plus L5
which is
11 T. No. 28 Enam.

Switch on 3
84 to 212

both above plus L3
which is
34 T. No. 28 Enam.

both above plus L6
which is
27 T. No. 28 Enam.

CHAPTER 9
I. F. Transformer Design
T TAVING determined the minimum
X X R.F. voltages which must be sup
plied to the grid of the detector to de
liver the maximum power output as ex
plained in Chapter 7, we are in a posi
tion to determine the total gain which
must be obtained from the I.F. ampli
fier. Figures 71 to 74 show a typical
circuit and operating conditions.
Modern radio receivers of the super
heterodyne type have an input sensi
tivity of less than 5 microvolts per
meter and, with the standard height
of the antenna set at 4 meters, we find
that the absolute sensitivity will be
about 20 microvolts (a microvolt being
one-millionth of a volt). Thus, if we
desire a receiver (as shown in Fig. 71)
that will deliver about 4 volts of R.F.
signal to the detector from an input
signal of 20 microvolts, the total volt
age gain of the amplifier will be
R.M.S. volts on grid of detector
R.M.S. volts input from antenna
4 volts
or
= 200,000 gain.
.000020 volt
As a certain amount of amplification
can be, and is, obtained by one or more
stages of conventional T.R.F. ahead of
the modulator tube (first-detector), it
is not absolutely necessary that the en
tire burden of amplification be borne by
the I.F. amplifier. If there are two
stages of T.R.F. ahead of the modula
tor, then there will be a voltage gain
i.r.T.

oeri
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Elementary circuit of an I.F. amplifier.

of about 1500 (assuming a gain of
about 40 V. per stage) which must be
considered in designing the I.F. ampli
fier.
Now, let us see just what the final
figures will be with the added gain ob
tained in the pre-amplifier.
If the input to the receiver is .00002V. and the pre-amplifier has a gain of
1500, then the input to the first I.F.
transformer will be .00002 x 1500 or
.03-V. The 4 volts required by the de
tector, divided by the .03-V. input to
the I.F. amplifier, will then be the
voltage gain required by the I.F. am
plifier, which is 133.3 V.
As it will be impossible to obtain a
gain of 133.3 in a single intermediate
stage, it will be necessary to use two
stages working at a gain of about 65,
or three working at 44 per stage.
In the example cited above, the am
plification due to the modulating tube
is ignored, as various conditions devel
op which cause the gain of this portion
of the circuit to vary over wide ranges.
The sensitivity and output will be af
fected by the strength of the received
signal, by the power output of the local
oscillator, and by any change in oper
ating potentials which may take place
as the receiver is functioning.
The check for the correctness of the
calculation can be made by multiplying
the gain in the pre-amplifier by the
gain in the I.F. amplifier; thus, 1,500 x
133.3 gives a value of 199,950.
Figure 75 shows a skeleton circuit
with the voltages developed in the var
ious circuits. Two stages of I.F. am
plification are shown and, as each stage
is not working at the maximum pos
sible gain, the I.F. amplifier will be
very stable and the coils easy to de
sign.
If an actual condition exists where
the gains and voltages are measured
and found to be as indicated in Fig. 75,
the volume control on the pre-amplifier

:
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former can be made as large as de
sired; the limitations being defined by
the R.F. resistance and the physical size
of the coil and associated shield. As
the frequency of the I.F. amplifier is
generally lower than the broadcastband frequencies, the effect of the cir
cuit and coil capacities can be neglected
for the moment as any calculation which
we shall make will generally assume
that the signal is fed into the tuned
circuit by induction in the coil itself.
In Fig. 76A, we find that the distributed
capacity of the coil shunts the tuning
condenser and is simply added to the
circuit; in Fig. 76B, the signal is in
series with the coil.

end of the receiver will be full on and
the gain on the I.F. amplifier cut away
down.
If the pre-modulator amplifier is lim
ited to one stage, it will be necessary
to increase the gain of the I.F. ampli
fier if the same level of sensitivity is
to be maintained.
Unlike the conditions which exist in
T.R.F. amplifiers (where the limitations
of the minimum and maximum capacity
range of the tuning condenser, plus the
unavoidable circuit capacities, define the
maximum ratio of the tuning inductance
to its tuning capacity), we find that the
tuning circuits of I.F. amplifiers are
not limited as stated above, and the
ratio of L to C can be any ratio de
sired, within sensible limits. The above
information is a partial repetition of
the data in Chapter 7, but is necessary
to illustrate the use of the attached in
ductance chart.

Calculation of Load Impedance
To obtain the greatest percentage of
the “mu” of a vacuum tube, it is neces
sary that the load in the plate circuit
be as large as possible.
The effective impedance of the tuned
circuit at resonance (Fig. 77) is equal
to the following mathematical formula:

Inductance Design
Thus, the inductance of the I.F. transX « START OF GRID
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It will be noted that the effective im
pedance increases as the square of the
inductance; so, provided we keep the
R.F. resistance of the coil low, a large
inductance will be superior to a small
one.
In such a tuned circuit, the selectivity
S will be proportional to
WL

g»

»
f/- fi<

U»KiWy
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J
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r
and the width of the resonance curve,
Fig. 78, at a point where the response
is .707 times the value at resonance,
is related to the ratio
WL
fr
S =
r
fo - fi
giving another valid reason for using
a coil as large as possible. A handy
rule to use in the design of such cir
cuits is that
WL

o

*■6 7ft
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FIG. 76. Upper right, effects of distri
buted capacity; FIG. 77—lower left coil
resistance; FIG. 7S—coil Q computation.
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where L —the inductance of the coil,
W—6.28 times the frequency f,
r =the series high resistance of
the coil,
Crzthe capacity necessary for
resonance.
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CHAPTER 10
Servicing Superheterodynes
r | ''ROUBLE shooting and servicing a
X superheterodyne requires the same
systematic procedure that most read
ers of this book are already familiar
with in connection with T.R.F. receiv
ers. When we realize that the signal
frequency amplifier, the audio amplifier
and the power supply in a superhetero
dyne are virtually the same as the cor
responding units of a T.R.F. receiver,
it is obvious that the same troubles are
likely to occur in each and the correct
ing of these troubles in each case will
be the same.
Since the superheterodyne has, in ad
dition to the above units, an oscilla
tor, first and second detectors and an
intermediate amplifier, and the hetero
dyne method of reception being some
what more complex than the ordinary,
additional problems present themselves.
When a superheterodyne fails to work
or works improperly there are more
places where trouble is likely to occur;
and the method of finding them must
be conducted in a systematic manner.
We will limit this chapter mainly to
discussing problems inherent only to
the superheterodyne and show how to
correct them without going into de
tailed instructions for trouble shooting
and servicing the power supply, audio
and T.R.F. amplifiers.
To properly service a commercial re
ceiver it is advisable, if possible, to
thoroughly study the service bulletins
published by the manufacturer of the
receiver. These will give detailed in
formation about the particular set—
which obviously cannot be included in
a general treatise like this on the sub
ject. But with a thorough general
knowledge of superheterodynes backed
with a fair amount of practical experi
ence, a service-man can usually trace
the source of trouble and correct it in
very short order without the use of
particular instructions. However, in

any event, well calibrated instruments
are essential. While home-made test
ing instruments may be suitable, we
recommend that the serviceman invest
in good manufactured equipment.
Equipment Required
A modern up-to-date analyzer is ab
solutely essential for accuracy and
speed in servicing a receiver. This
should be designed to accommodate the
latest tubes. With its use a quick
check of the voltages at the various
sockets can be made, as well as plate
current measurements, etc.; the tubes
can be tested and in many cases the
source of the trouble will immediately
be localized.
Next in importance in superhetero
dyne servicing is an accurately cali
brated R.F. and I.F. oscillator. This
should generate modulated oscillations
throughout the entire broadcast band
of 1,500 to 550 kc. and throughout the
intermediate band of 550 to 125 kc.
Some commercial oscillators are de
signed to generate a fundamental fre
quency covering the intermediate band
and the harmonics of this fundamental
are used for covering the broadcast
band.
An output meter and an ohmmeter
are also essential equipment. These
may be part of the set analyzer. In
addition the customary service tools for
making rapid repairs are necessary.
Complete instructions for using the
above equipment are furnished by the
makers. For this reason we will not
go into a detailed analysis of their in
ternal design and methods of use.
Harmonics
Unless an alternating current has a
perfectly pure sine wave, harmonics of
higher frequencies will be present.
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Whenever vacuum tubes are used in a
circuit the true sine wave is distorted
because even the straightest portion of
a tube’s characteristic curve is slightly
bent. For this reason we have many
harmonics in a superheterodyne re
ceiver with which we have to contend.
Harmonics are always multiples of
the fundamental frequency. The sec
ond harmonic has a frequency of double
the fundamental; the third harmonic is
three times the fundamental; the
fourth, four times, etc. The most pow
erful harmonics are the ones nearest to
the fundamental, such as the second
and third, although harmonics up be
yond the fifth may cause interference
in a superheterodyne. For example,
the fourth harmonic of 175 kc., is four
times 175 or 700 kc. This harmonic
and all those up to the eighth lie in
the broadcast spectrum and may cause
trouble due to heterodyning with other
signal frequencies if the shielding of
the receiver is defective.
As an example, suppose we are tuned
to a broadcast station having a fre
quency of 690 kc. With an I.F. ampli
fier operating at 175 kc., the oscillator
will be tuned to 865 kc. If for some
reason the fifth harmonic of the I.F.
frequency, which is 875 kc., gets into
the same circuit with the broadcast
carrier (say the second detector tube
circuit), a 10,000 cycle beat frequency
will be generated. Unless the audio
amplifier has a cut-off below 10,000 cy
cles, this current will either produce a
whistle or squeal in the loudspeaker
or cause serious background noise. If
the I.F. amplifier is slightly out of ad
justment, so that the intermediate fre
quency is slightly below 175 kc. due to
improper adjustment, the trouble may
be worse. For example, if the fre
quency is 174 kc., our oscillator will be
864 kc* which may
with
the fifth harmonic of 174, which is 870
kc. and produce a 6,000 cycle hetero
dyne whistle which would be quite ser
ious in the audio amplifier. For this
reason it is important that the intermediates be properly adjusted to 175
kc. Furthermore, if the oscilW l a
tuner circuits are accuratev «r * ?n<^
track 176 kc. aparti ah*n*1to
must
be adjusted the
tn set wrn\UenCy
amPll*ier
the sensit“f
01
ly reduced.
Set wlU be great-

Aligning the Circuits
For a thorough check of the tuned
circuits in a superheterodyne, an ac
curately calibrated modulated oscillator
should be used. The pre-selector cir
cuits in the signal frequency amplifier
should be perfectly aligned and by
means of the calibrated oscillator a
curve such as is shown in Fig. 31, A,
can be made, if desired. To do this
the output meter or simply a milliammeter connected in the plate circuit of
the first detector should be used to in
dicate maximum sensitivity. The os
cillator should be coupled to the input
of the signal frequency amplifier; if
shielded coils are used a couple of turns
of wire inside of the shield can be
brought out to a similar coil placed
near the oscillator. The oscillator
should be placed in operation and the
trimmer condensers on the pre-selector
circuits adjusted for maximum sensi
tivity.
The above procedure should then be
repeated with the oscillator circuit. The
dial should be set to 1,500 kc. and the
oscillator tuned to 1,675 kc. by means
of the high frequency trimmer conden
ser. Successive readings can then be
made and the oscillator curve plotted
as shown at B, Fig. 31. At the 600 kc.
dial setting the oscillator should be ad
justed by means of the low frequency
trimmer to 625 kc. If the curve of the
oscillator deviates from the theoretical
curve it can be corrected by bending the
slotted plates usually provided on vari
able condensers.
The next step is to acurately adjust
the tuning condensers of each I.F.
transformer so that the I.F. amplifier
operates exactly at a peak of 176 kc.
To do this the modulated oscillator
should be set exactly at 176 kc. and the
output loosely coupled to the grid of
the first detector. With an output
meter to indicate resonance, the tuning
condensers of each transformer should
be carefully adjusted until maximum
resonance is indicated on the output
meter.
Some receivers employ a visual tun
ing indicator. With such a receiver an
output meter is not needed as the point
of maximum resonance will be indicated
by the visual tuning meter.
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While the above procedure assumes
an intermediate frequency of 175 kc.f
it should be definitely understood that
the same process of aligning the cir
cuits may be followed on sets having a
different intermediate frequency.
If these instructions have been car
ried out properly, the set should now
be in perfect alignment at all points
on the dial, and further changes in the
trimmers at any point on the dial
should not be necessary.
Un-uniform Sensitivity
Poor sensitivity on one end of the
band, as compared to the other end, or
on both ends as compared to the mid
dle, is almost invariably a sign of im
proper tracking, and can be corrected
by making the adjustments already de
scribed. Lack of sensitivity all over
the band, provided all other things are
correct, is usually an indication that the
intermediate transformers are not
tuned accurately. As already stated,
the adjustment of the intermediates to
exactly 175 kc. is of extreme import
ance.
Whistles and Squeals
“Birdies”—sounds like a regenerative
receiver passing stations at various
points on the band—are caused either
by the intermediates being tuned to
some frequency other than 175 kc., or
by insufficient selectivity in the R.F.
tuning circuits. An easy way to find
which i^ the cause is to short the os
cillator tuning condenser, and then ro
tate the dial with the volume control
turned well up. Under these conditions,
no stations should be heard, in fact the
receiver should be absolutely silent, if
stations are heard at some points,
without the oscillator tube operating,
it is a certainty that the intermediates
are not tuned properly. If the set is
silent without the oscillator working,
but whistling “birdies” are heard
when it is working, the selectivity of
the R.F. amplifier is insufficient. The
simplest way of correcting this is to
use a much shorter antenna, or to re
move turns from the primary of the
antenna coil. A very small condenser,
of the order of 600 mmf., (a midget
variable will do) inserted in the anten-
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na lead, will very often eliminate the
whistles without appreciably cutting
down the sensitivity of the set.
Repeat Points on Dial
Occasionally, on some supers, there
will be found repeat points abiut 350
kc. off the proper place for a station.
There are two remedies for this—either
those already described for “birdies”
(which will usually be found on sets
having the repeat points) or by improv
ing the shielding of the set from direct
pickup; as, for example, mounting a set
which has the chassis unshielded on
the bottom, on a metal plate, so that
the bottom will be shielded. Covering
the top of the chassis with a grounded
metal plate, so as to shield the variable
condenser sections and grid caps is of
ten very helpful.
Microphonic Howls
Microphonic audio howls will be
found troublesome in some imperfect
supers, and the builder, naturally at
tributing it to a bad tube, will hunt in
vain for the tube that is causing the
trouble. Actually, the howl may be
caused by vibration in the plates of the
variable condensers. It can usually be
cured by mounting the entire chassis on
a piece of sponge rubber, allowing the
entire chassis to vibrate, instead of just
the condenser plates.
Poor Selectivity
Some sets will have ample selectivity
so far as music is concerned, but on a
station next to a powerful local, the
loud notes of the local will “carry over”
with a kind of scratching blast. This
is a sign that the local is modulating a
band more than 10 kc. wide, and inas
much as the trouble originates in the
air, it cannot be completely eliminated.
It can, however, be considerably ameli
orated by the addition of a band-pass
stage ahead of the tuner. This will re
duce the amount of signal from the
local that reaches the grid of the first
R.F. amplifier tube, but will not ser
iously affect the strength of the signal
from the station to which the set is
tuned.
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Dead Spots

Poor Quality

Some seta will be found which work
very nicely over a portion of the band,
usually the high frequency end, but
which stop working entirely on other
portions. This is caused by the oscilla
tor tube having incorrect voltages, so
that it stops oscillating in spots. A
checkup of the voltages supplied to the
oscillator tube, and the correction of
these (if incorrect) will usually fix the
trouble. Sets using dynatron oscilla
tors are particularly subject to this
trouble. In this case, trying out sev
eral tubes will result in one being found
which will work properly over the whole
band. Many 24 tubes will not oscillate
at all as dynatrons, although they will
function perfectly as detectors; and al
most all tubes, so used, require very
accurate settings of the screen and
plate voltages to oscillate over the en
tire band.

Occasionally, a set will be found
which has perfect quality on full vol
ume, but when reduced, the quality
“goes to pieces.” If this is the case,
examination of the tubes will probably
disclose a 24 in a socket where a 35 or
51 should be. Proper placement of the
tubes will make this right. This trouble
applies to T.R.F. sets only: the use of
a 24 in an amplifier socket in a set
built for the multi-mu tubes will in
variably produce this phenomenom.
No reference has been made here to
account for poor results due to im
proper connections, wrongly placed
parts, or similar troubles which would
apply to any receiver. It is presumed
that the correct hookup has been fol
lowed throughout, and the receiver is
free from all defects in wiring, parts,
or similar mistakes on the builder’s
part.
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been made uniform for all volumes. You can buy these books separately, but you should take
advantage of our special offer:
WHEN

FIVE

(5)

BOOKS OR MORE ARE ORDERED
FROM
YOUR
REMITTANCE

DEDUCT 20%
^ ,

Simply fill in the coupon below, and mail it to us together with your remittance.
or money orders accepted.

Checks, stamps

Clip Coupon and Mail TODAY
GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, INC.

96-98 Park Place,

New York, N. Y.

I have circled below the numbers of books in the RADIO-CRAFT LIBRARY, which you
are to send me, and have deducted 20% for ordering five (6) books or more. J have
included my remittance in full, at the price of 50c each, when less than five books are
ordered.
_____ (Stamps, checks or money order* accepted.)
The amount of my remittance is.
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
2
1
Circle numbers wanted:
Name ..... ..........................

___

City ............................. .

---- State

Address

........SH
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THE SUPERHETERODYNE BOOK
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lwill train you at home

«/& PAY
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J. E. Smith. President. Na
tional Radio Institute, the man
who has directed the Homo
Study Tnuoinic of more men
Xor the Radio Industry than
mar other man in America.

I

i

Free Book
Tells How
Mall Coupon!

;*r
ut
u-

K
h

1/

Get my big FREE book on the opportunities in
Radio. Read how quickly you can learn at home
in your spare time to be a Radio Expert—what
good jobs my graduates have been getting—real
jobs with real futures.

■;!

Many Radio Experts Make $50 to $100 a Week

!•

Over 300,000 jobs have been created by Radio’s
growth, and thousands more will be created by its
continued development. Many men and young men
with the > right training—the kind of training I
give you in the N. R. I. course—have stepped into
Radio at two and three times their former salaries.

i
r-

i

Many N.R.I. Men Have made $200 to $1000
in spare time while learning
The day >uu vmuii wiin toe 1 send you material which
you should master quickly for doing 28 Jobs, common
in most every neighborhood. for sparetime money
I give
you the pla ni and Ideas that have made $200 to $1,000
for N. R. I. students In their spare time while studylng My course Is famous as the course that pays
for Itself.

I have doubled
and tripled the

Talking Movies, Television,
Aircraft Radio Included
in Aviation. Servicing and Merchandising Sets,
Broadcasting, Commercial and S'
included. I am so sure that N.
you satisfactorily that I will a
to refund every penny of your
•re not satisfied with mv Lesso
tion Service upon completion.
44-page Book^Inlormatlon

al_; _ ^___ j.___1__.... Zr Jhisit*

Get
a Job
with a

Get ^ your cojy today.

It tells you where

:

Future

tells you8tabou^° my course. what^otFiera
who have taken it are doing and making.
Find out what Radio offers you without
the slightest obligation. ACT NOW1

THIS COUPO

J. E. SMITH. President
National Radio Institute, Dept. 2ED7
Washington, D. C,

•• NEW Radio Equipment
for Broad Practical Experience
Given Without Extra Charge
With this equipment you work out many of the
things you read in textbooks. From it you
:
the experience that tells an expert from a be
ginner. In a short time you have learned what
would take years to learn in the field. You
make experiments illustrating the important
principles in the 25 best known receiving seta.

FILL OUT AND MAIL

Dear Mr. Smith: Send me your free
book. I understand this request dora not
obligate me and that no salesman will call.
NAME.

e

ADDRESS.
>
•

CITY.

.STATE.
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""•"far the real
servicing “dope**
yon can*t find a
better booh 1
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yWhat

Others Say
about this
Manual:

Norfolk, Va.
I received the OFPICIAL RADIO SERVICE
MANUALS ordered as
per my letter of March
20. 1935 in good order.
'am very well pleased
witli same as it is a very
valuable Radio Service
data reference and guide.
Arthur J. Freeney.
Detroit, Mich.
1935
Received your
OFFICIAL RADIO SER
VICE MANUAL and
certainly is something to
. rave about. It’s great.
A. Hedke.
Stillwater, Maine
I have received- the
1935 Manual, and I am
very much pleased with
my investment.
Franklin J■ Holmes.
Swift Current,
Saskatchewan, Canada.
I beg to acknowledge
receipt of my 1935 issue
of the OFFICIAL RADIO
SERVICE MANUAL.
Your Manual is fine,
and would not be with
out any of them. The
Manuals may be improved
for Canadian use.
A. M. Ford.

WO other radio book is comparable
n to the 1935 OFFICIAL
RADIO SERVICE MANUAL. In
contents, in style of printing, in
grade of paper, in illustrations, there
has never been published such a com'
prehensive volume.
The 19 3 5_ Manual contains over a
. thousand pages—yet it is only 1|4
inches thick because it is printed- on
a special Bible stock which is in ex*
.ceptionally good stock, yet one of the
thinnest and most durable papers.
This 1935 Manual is the most au»
thentic and elaborate service guide
■ ever used in the radio industry
Service Men and dealers who use this
1935 Manual arc astonished by finding in it such a wealth
of profitable service information which has never been
published before.

Contents oj the 1935 Manual
Over 1,000 pages full of diagrams and. essential information of manufactured receivers—only data of real use in
servicing is included. This new Manual is really portable
since it will be extremely thin and light as well. • Volume
V continues where the preceding manual left off. • Many
circuits of old sets are included. • Service Men know
every set has certain weak points which are really the
cause of trouble. Wherever the information could be
obtained, these weaknesses with their cures are printed. ,
right with the circuits. This is an entirely new and valuable addition to the Manual* • All the latest receivers are
included—all-wave sets, short-wave sets, auto-radio sets,
midget and cigar-box. sets, etc., as well as P.A. amplifiers
and equipment, and commercial servicing instruments.
• The cumulative index is even more complete than be
fore; including cross-reference to sets sold under different
names, and type numbers. • Volume V includes resistance
data; socket layout; I.F. data; and voltage data. • Tube
data on latest tubes. • Free question and answer service
—as included in our last three manuals.

OVER 1,000 PAGES
Over 3,000 Illustrations
Flexible, Looseleaf Leatherette Covers
Size 9x12
Yet only V/a' thick

Send remittance of $7.00 in form of check or money order for your copy of
the 1935 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL. Register letter if it contains cash or currency. The Manual Is Sent to You Postage Prepaid.

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
99SH HUDSON STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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THIS• ••IS •'.-••
THE • ONLY
COMPLETE
• •
- _ - r.
- ,.
REFRIGERATION SERVICE
MANUAL EVER PUBLISHED & ~

OFFICIAL

8 l

REFRIGERATION
SERVICE MANUAL

VOLUME 2

OF THE

Official REFRI

MG*

S E R V I
OVER 352 PAGES
Manual forms
OVER 300 DIAGRAMS This
the previous OFFICII.
MANUAL (Volume
Complete Service Data ume is
The OF
Flexible Looseleaf Hinder

I&0SBR& '

pared so

?^0rT>tiOT °” **
Thta edition b printed on a Special
Bible Stock which it extremely
thin, yet durable.
The «pecial grade of paper makes
tb«- ne\ Ref narration Manual much

trou

tioi

stesstt&s.

I, faults, overhauling; estimating coil and machine
nnpassed in this new volume of refrig-

*•
'olume of the
, Manual”

List of Contents i
“Official Refrii
History
Food Rreser.etion
Theory end Fundamental Laws
Methods of Refrigeration
Refrigerant*, lubricants and
Brine*
Handling Testing and Storage
of Refrigerants
Compression Systems of
Rafrigeration
Uguid Throttle Oevices and
Val.es
Refnga ration Systems
c»#cvnc Control Oe *tces
Compressors. T spat Seals
Valve* Capacities. Service

Send fmllti
OFFICIAL REFRK
letter if It

Kr0W,'”,t ~fr“n

E>
Service To
Tool K
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ilts
*

Servicing Expansion Valve
Systems
Servicing Thermostatic Valve

'ons

Servicing Restrictor and

Capillary Tube Systems
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Valve Sy
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Char,?„r,j

Electrical Serv
Fuses,
Service Kinks
Estimating Re
'oit and
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utrib or currency THE MANUAL IS SENT TO
POSTAGE PREPAID.
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